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When icicles hang by the wall,
.And Dick the shepherd blows his nail,
And Tom bears logs info the hall,
Ant! milk comes frozen home in pail.••
-Shakespeare
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ASL sets special meeting
A special legislative session to
discuss proposed election
reforms was requested by Dan
O'Leary, acting ASC president,
·during the ASC Legislature
meeting Monday night.
·
O'Leafy explained that the
complete set of porposals
compiled by the election
committee, chaired by Bill
Gillespie and Robyn H6ve, would
not be ready until Wednesday.
At that time, the program would
be presented to the legislature
for approval.
The legislature gave its
support to the Ellensburg
Friends of the Farmworkers in
their fight to gain Safeway's
recognition of the United Farm
Workers Union as the representative of farm workers. They are
presently involved in a fight with
the lettuce growers and the
Teamsters Union over representation rights.
For the third time, the SPURS
presented a request for funds to
sponsor a parent weekend next
quarter. After a 20-minute
discussion, · the legislature voted
to allot $175 to the SPURS with a
recommendation to the new
legislature taking office next
quarter that an additional $175
be given. The initial funds were
needed to begin advertisements
and letters to. parents.
·

NEW

The Ingmar Bergmann festival
apparently will become a reality,
due to the joint funding of RHC
and ASC.
RHC has given $200 toward
the rental of a set of six
Bergmann films and is considering another $250 for a guest
speaker. Gerry Hover has
granted $200 from his budget,

Enrollment de.clines
Central's Board of Trustees
heard current enrollment reports
and made several key departmental appointments during their monthly meeting last night
on the campus.
Winter quarter enrollment
totals were tabulated at 6,369
students. The comparable figure
12 months ago was approximate, ly 6,900.
While this represents a 4.9 per
cent decrease in enrollment from
the fall quarter total, it is less of
· a decline that reported at either
Western or Eastern Washington
State College, according to John
Harrison, Director of Computer _
Services.
Central's fall quarter enrollment was 6,-689 students. The
highest enrollment was recorded
the fall of 1970 when about 7,500
students enrolled.

BAMBOO 'BROILER
In
Cle Elum

Announces LIVE Music
Mon.-Sat. -

9:00-1 :30

With

JERRY SLACK ·
And His Versatile Group

"ONE FINE MORNING"
Don't Miss The Great Sounds Of
These Fantastic Entertainers

··~···

with a promise of $250 more if it
is matched by a grant of $250
from another source.
The cost of the program was
estimated at $700.
Steve · Harrison's resignation
and O'Leary's appointment as
acting ASC president , were
officially accepted by the .
legislature. ·

Harrison reported that preliminary calculations indicate
Eastern's enrollment dropped
from 6, 726 in the fall, to 6,358 and
Western's enrollment declined
from 8,864 to 8,224.It was more
than a 7 per cent loss of
enrollment for Western.
The college trustees formally
named Dr. Eugene Kosy chairman of the Business Education
and Administrative Management
Department, to the new position
of director for the Center for
Career and Technical Studies.
The new center is an interdisciplinary organizations designed
to help students with meaningful
college . curriculum ·pointed to
specific post-schooling work.
Named as acting chairman of
the Business Education and
Administrative Management
Department to replace Dr. Kosy
was Dr. F. Ross Byrd.
Dr. Owen Shadle was appointed to head the Technology and
Industrial Education
Department replacing Dr. Ronald
Frye, who is on a leave of
absence to direct a federal
project in the Cashmere area.
0th.er academic matters approved by trustees were the
appointment to faculty posts of
five persons. They are: Charles
Patton, associate profe~sor of
Te~hnology and Industrial Education; Della Cable, lecturer in
Communication; Jean Cutlip,
assistant professor of Communication; James Thompson, lecturer in Communication, and Stanley Serafin, adjunct assistant
professor of Health Sciences.
Truste.es also reappointed
Alice Brown as lecturer in
Business Education and Administrative Management and
accepted the resignatiQn of Dr.
Marshall Shoquist, associate
professor of Audiology.

Benefit concert planned

Nationally prominent New York City Opera bass-baritone
Edward Pierson will perform a concert of sacred ~usic on
Saturday, Feb. 3, in the Southeast Yakima Community Center to
benefit that city's Black Student Scholarship Foundation.
The performance will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets, $3.50 for adults
and $1 for students, are available locally at the Music Department
on campus and at Ellensburg State Bank.
Spokesmen for the foundation hope the concert will help get
their organization off the ground so they can establish a fund for
$500-$1,000 scholarship grants, provide summer employment and
personal opportunity programs, and develop post-graduate
professional opportunity programs for black students.
Pierson, the sole performer for the concert, has been singing
with the New York City Opera since 1966. A veteran of many
American opera premiers, the bass-baritone also has performed in
the musical-comedy "Showboat" more than 300 times.

Photo exhibit continues
'· A photo-art exhibit opened a two-week stand on the Central
campus Jan. 10.
,,,
Titled "Photographic Expression," the exhibit features work by
two Arizona State University graduate students, oue of whom did
undergraduate study at Central.
The public exhibit will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday through Jan. 24 in the Art Department. gallery.
Photo work by Robert G. Gauvreau, former . Central student,
and ·Paul J. Phyfer will be shown.

Prayer Fest sch~du led
Services for the "Unity Octave," an annual eight-day celebration
for Christians throughout the world to join in prayer for the unity
of all Christians, will be held next Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Center for Campus Ministry.
The campus ministry provides this Unity Service in order to
enable all the Christians of Ellensburg to par.ticipate in this worldwide service.

High quota set for drive
A blood drive will be held in the SUB small ballroom Jan. 30,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A quota of 140 pints has been set by the Red Cross. This will
help take care of all the hospitals in the area and other blood needs,
according to a Red Cross spokesman.
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Bank loans based on need

SAFEWAY BOYCOTTED-Ellensburg Friends ;{ the Farm
Workers are picketing Safeway stores as the fight between the
United Farm Workers and the Teamsters Union over union rights
goes on. (Photo by Chang P. Jay)

Local store boycotted
A group calling themselves the
Ellensburg Friends of the
Farmworkers will be picketing
the local Safeway store .today
from 1 to 5 p.m. ·
The group of about 40 area

Sun East slowed

by barren slope
The Sun East ski area near
Ellensburg is having a slight
problem and is not yet ready for
skiers.
According to Ned Hamlin, one
of the owners of the new area,
the lifts are ready, the lodge has
been completed, and the night
lights are working perfectly.
The only thing they don't have
is snow.
For reasons only nature can
give, this winter has not provided Ellensburg with the normal
amount of snow for this time of
the year.
Hamlin said that they will
purchase snow_-making equipment this summer to prevent
this situation from happening
again.
There is a lake at the area, and
the owners said anyone wishfng
to ice skate is free to come and
enjoy it as soon as they run tests
on the ice.

residents began picketing the
store Saturday in support of the
United Farm Workers lettuce
boycott.
Omar Arambul, one of the
spokesmen for the group said
that the picketing "will continue
until the lettuce growers start
negotiating with the U.F.W."
Arambul explained the
Ellensburg action · is part of a
national
protest
against
Safeway, the largest retailer of
non-union lettuce _on the West
Coast.
The
demonstrations
in
Ellensburg will not be every day
but ''at least once or twice a
week," he went on.
The group passed out
information and talked· with
prospective Safeway customers,
many of whom turned and left.
One of the sheets distributed
by the group explained Safeway's link with big growers and
stated: "Safe-way will not listen
to moral arguments but they will
listen to the actions of their
customers."
Safeway's management stated
they were not allowed to
comment on the groups actio~.
They referred the Crier to the
firm's Bellevue public relations
office.

Central' s Financial Aids Office
has announced that substantial
changes have been enacted concerning the federal regulations in applying for the Federally
Insured Bank Loan.
Because of these changes,
students who plan to apply for
this loan for winter and spring
quarters are encouraged to do so
before Feb. 15.
The · new regulations enacted
.by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare will:begin
March l, and will require financial statements to determine
need.
This need analysis also will
determine whether the student
will be eligible for the interest
benefits.
According to John Liboky,
financial aid director, the Federally Insured Bank Loan is set
up so that the student is not
charged interest on the loan
while he is still in school and does
not have to begin ·paying back .
the loan until nine months after
he has left school.
Under the new policy, if the
student does not qualify for these
interest benefits he will have to
pay interest on the loan while he
is still in school
"The important thing," said
Liboky, "is that right now 90-95
per cent receive interest benefits, but under this new regulation I would just bet well over
half will have to pay the seven
per cent interest from the time
they get the loan until it's paid
back."
Liboky added that students
can still get the loan, it's just that
many won't get the interest
benefits.
A~other regulation change
boosts the amount that a student
can borrow from $1,500 an
academic year to $2,500.
Liboky said that both he .and
almost all other college financial

aid officers oppose the interest financial aid and now will be
benefit change. He explained stifled by having to pay interest
that the compulsory need anal- on loans while attending school.
"The big thing right now," he
ysis will take longer to process,
may make the banks shy away stressed, "is that those students
from granting these loans and who intend to apply for one of
will basically make it very these loans for this quarter or
difficult on the middle income next, come in and do so before
the Feb. 15 deadline. Otherwise
student.
The middle income students, they will have to fill out the
he said, do not qualify for college financial need information."

Convention ·highlights
winter· electioneering
by Dan O'Leary
before the convention. These
staff writer ·
positions are President, ExecuThe high-point of last year's tive Vice-President and Adminiwinter quarter elections was the strative Vice President.
nominating convention, which
Candidates seeking positions
was held in the large SUB on the Associated Student
ballroom.
Legislature will need 100 signaThis year the convention is tures. There are four on-campus
back but it will be held in Hertz and six off-campus positions
Auditorium. It will begin on open.
Friday, Feb. 2 at 7 p.m. The
There will be three Judicial
,convention will adjourn at 11 Board and three Faculty Senate
p.m. and reconvene on Saturday, openings at the end of this
Feb. 3, at 8 a.m.
quarter. The required number of
Other important information signatures are 70 and·50 respectthat a candidate should know is ively.
that filing for all ASC positions
The general election will be
will begin today, Jan. 19, and end
- held Feb. 11 with a run-off
one week later on Jan. 26.
election, if needed, set for Feb.
Two ways a student can have
his name placed before the 16.
Convention delegate sign-up
convention are to be nominated
from the floor ·or to meet the starts on Jan. 24 with the
required number of petition selection of the delegates on Jan.
29. This is primarily for the
signatures.
Bill Gillespie an9 Robyn Hove, off-campus delegation. Their
election co-chairmen, ask stu- delegate selection will take place
dents planning on being nomi- in the ASC office and will be
nated from the floor to complete based on 10 per cent of 'the
a filing sheet and return it to the off-campus population during
ASC office. This will make their wjnter quarter.
Qualifications for all ASC
job easier, according to Gillespie.
Students. seeking ASC execu- positions are that the student
tive offices will need 130 petition have a total of 45 college credits,
signatures if they want their 15 of which have been earned at
name automatically placed Central.

Take a free
ride on us!

And
WRANGLER
'Present ·

THE GREAi

JEAN
LOOK
AT A
Mini Price
Sizes 7 to 18
Novy Denim-$7.00

PATCH POCKET FLARE LEG JEAN

It's a darn long, cold walk from
the bus depot to campus in the middle of one of our famous winters.
Apd, needless to say, the old feet
can get · mighty frosty by the time
you reach your residence hall.
But, if you slide back to the
'Burg by train-, the walk is even
colder and longer.
For a long time now the college
has provided free rides from the bus
·qepot to your dorm or campusapartment if you came back on Sunday
night (or Monday night after a three

day week-,e nd). Most of you knew
And sta~ting now, the college
will also provide you with a free ride
from the train depot to your residence hall your campus apartment
on those same nights.
Next time, on your way back
smile. Because that long, cold w~lk
will be just a bad memory if you live
in campus housing.
Take the load off
your feet and take a
•
free ride on us!
t~at.
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Awd aary Seriaces

Freedom of the press
stifled by government
Increasingly freedom of the press has come under attack by the
government until we now have what some people term an all out
assault on that first amendment right, particularly by the federal
government.
·
The attack is not one of physical force or even one of legislation
being leveled at the press. The concern many journalists now have
is ·with the inherent powers of the various branches of government
and the way in which these powers are being used to intimidate
the press.
Government seems to be using its. power to subpoena,
investigate, appoint and license to intimidate the press. Perhaps
this attack is not yet so strong that it threatens the existence of a
free press, yet many people are becoming increasingly concerned
about action being taken by government in regard to the press.
For example, in May'Of 1971 CBS was served with a subpoena
ordering it to submit "all film, workprints, outtakes, and
sound-tape recordings, written scripts and/or transcripts used in
whole or in part by CBS in connection with" their documentary,
''The Selling of the Pentagon."
The information was ordered by a House committee
investigating charges of biased and misleading reporting in the
CBS program that documented the use of millions of dollars to sell
military programs to the American people.
In refusing to produce the information, CBS President Frank
Stanton stated that the government did not have the power to
"engage in official surveillance of journa,listic judgments."
As Eric Sevareid of CBS stated, "The central point about a free
press is not that it be accurate, though it must try to be-not that
it even be. fair, though it must try to be that-but that it be free.
And that means freedom from any and all attempts by the power
of government to coerce it or intimidate it or police it in any way."
In tlie case of the Pentagon Papers that followed only a month
later, the federal government asked for court action to restrain
two newspapers from. publishing material.
Newspapers have long been held accountable for material after
it has been published, but the idea of prior restraint before
publication is virtually without precedent in this country. The first
amendment was established to protect against this very ~d of
restriction.
The government did not win thi~ case, but has found a way to
indirectly continue it by trying Daniel Ells berg and Anthony
Russo·for leaking the papers. The implications of the government's
case are devastating.
. Tom Wicker, a syndicated New York Times columnist, reports
that the two are charged with disobeying an executive order by
releasing information they were unauthorized to release. Criminal
charges are being brought against the two, not for disobeying a
federal law passed by Congress, but for disobeying an executive
order.
Ellsberg is charged with theft of ideas and information-not
documents. He Xeroxed the information ruling out a charge of
theft of the actual documents.
Wicker says that if these two are convicted and the convictions
are upheld "it will mean that making classified information public
will have been de.dared a crime, although no statute makes it a
crime ... and finally, the government's propriety right to control
information-not just physical documents, plans films, etc.-will
· have been established.''
·
This would be bad news for both journalists and the American
public.
Recently an FCC official announced that local TV and radio
stations would be held more accountable for national news
broadcasts. The official further indicated that how well the
stations edited this national news would be proper information to
be considered when the stations' licenses came up for renewal.
Although the requirements of this statement are rather. vague,
it's clear that this is another attempt by the government to
intimidate the press and influence the news.
Probably one of the most well known ways in which the press
has been harassed is through reporters being required, under
threat of summary contempt, to reveal sources of information to
grand juries and courts of law.
This tactic could severely curtail the legitimate newsgathering
function of the press. As Marvin Kalb, CBS News diplomatic
correspondent put it, "If my sources were to learn that their
private talks with me could become public, or could be subject to
outside scrutiny by court order, they would stop talking to me and
the job of diplomatic reporting could not be done.''
The present administration has also tryed to influence the news
by granting special interviews to columnists favorable to the
administration, by barring newswomen that write unfavorable
stories about White House social events and by unleashing the
Vice President in a verbal assault on the press.
Some people may believe that the information they're receiving
now from the media is biased or inaccurate, but they can be
assured of even more bias if government controls the information
and is responsible for explaining its actions.
There is little chance that government will be able to directly
inOuence the press. However, it is possible that the government's
consistent harassing of the press can have an indirect effect.
CBS did refuse to give . information on the Pentagon
documentary, but possibly the next time the decision to do such a
program comes up it will decide it's not worth the decision to do
such a program again. Or perhaps smaller companies interested in
doing investigative reporting, after seeing the consequences some
of the bigger companies had to put up with, will decide not to do a
certain story.
We can only hope that the press will continue to decide to do the
important stories-the investigative and interpretive stories-and
that the free Dow of information will be preserved through a
conscientious press that refuses to be threatened or intimidated by
government.
1
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OPINION

ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE

Gue sf focus:

Writer's motives questioned
by Phil Smithson
staff writer
Well, it was quite a surprise to
read Jerry Seaman's letter to the
Crier in which he scolded the
paper for being too involved with
unrelated events such as "Home
Winemaking.''
Perhaps I am muckraking, but
I lived in Muzzall Halllast year,
remember? How can he say that
subject such as wine making is
not directly involving students at
Muzzall?
I don't think he would care to
have me recall the number of
times he partied in the dorms,
and that if this year is the same,
Jerry would save an unbelieveable amount of money if he made
his own booze.

Finally, it strikes me as being
very interesting that all of a
sudden he is involving himself so
deeply in student affairs, not just
Muzzall's. If memory serves me
correctly, his biggest accomplishments last year were a
kegger and -~ scavenger hunt.

suddenly inspired you to lift this
college to new heights? Or could
it be that the ASC ~lections are
coming up this quarter at which a
new ASC president will be
chosen?

I'm sorry Jerry, but I'm just
tired of people acting in a manner
Now, I see Jerry Seaman in .which implies that their intenthe ASC office for the first time tions are not that which they
since I've been here, which appear to be.
shocked me to say the least.
I'm not trying to destroy or to
Jerry Seaman has just become
discourage you from accomplishan ASC legislator. A huge poster
ing things, but do it honestly.
saying "Seaman" was recently
Tell Brent Bechsted to take his
stuck on the railroad bridge. And
manipulations elsewhere and
now the .letter.
don't allow our campus politics to
Jerry, are you doing all this drown in the same · sewer that
because your conscience has has infected this country.
C !N H ... l
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A letter to

the editor
Editor's note: The following
letter was sent to Jesus M.
Gonzales of the Ellensburg
Friends of the Farmworkers by
ASC President Dan O'Leary. It
is printed in the Crier today at
the request of Mr. Gonzales, who
asks persons inte~ested in
volunteering to help the
Ellensburg Friends of the Farmworkers to contact the Student
Rights office in the SUB ASC
offices, telephone 963-1693.
Dear Jesus:
Please accept my apologies for
missing last Thursday's organizational meeting.
The student government of
Central wholeheartedly endorses
the,.. efforts of the Ellensburg
Friends of the Farmworkers in
their lettuce boycott against the
local Safeway store.
There is no reason why a
segment of the American society
must be enslaved for the
betterment of another segment
of that society. Situations similar
to that of the farmworkers must
be resolved. If they are not, the
United States will no longer be a
country of which we can be
proud.
Daniel O'Leary
- ~~ "'~

A laboratory newspaper of the department of journalism of Central
Washington State College published Fridays during the academic year
except during examination weeks and holidays. Views expressed are
those of the students , staff and editors, not necessarily CWSC . Advertising material presented herein does not necessarily imply endorsement by this newspaper. Mail subscriptions price, $1 per quarter
or $3 per year, payable to the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC, Ellensburg,
Washington 98926 . Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post
Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926.
Editor ..... : ................. . ....... . .. . .... Glenna Moulthrop
Managing Editor ................................ Douglas Hosner
News Editor ................. ., .... : .............. ·Paddy Cottrell
Feature Editor ................ . ................... Dave Larson
Sports Editor................................
Rod Wilkins
Copy Editor ..................................... Sharon Merritt
Chief Photographer .. -............................. Chang Po Jay
Business Manager ................................ Richard Toyer
Advisor ............................................ David Evans
John Bates, Chris Boushey, Mike Deffenbaugh, Kathy Degner, Bill
Devney, Janet Dugan, Mark Groszhans, Liz Hall, Gary Hoon, Bill
Irving, Jesse Jones, Marie McClanahan, Gretchen Nicholas, Dan
O'Leary, Kipy Poyser, Gretchen Randall, Marie Saling, Ed Sasser,
John Sheeley, Dennis Schodt, Phil Smithson, Karen Sybouts, Bob
Utecht, Thomas Vierling, Richard Wells, Dave Walker, JoAnn
Wright
'
All letters to the editor of the Crier are welcome. Such
contributions will be printed as space allows.
To be printed, letters must .carry the full name as well as the
address and phone number of the author. ·Letters that are
unsigned or are signed with pseudonyms will not be printed.
Correspondence must be typed and limit·3d to 250 words or less.
The editor reserves the right to edit for matters of libel. No letters
will be returned.
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ANAfYS"IS

'/f's been one helluva fall quarter'
by Smitty
staff writer
It's a new q-garter, a new year
and a new government. In short,
it's been one helluva fall quarter.
I have watched the ASC
Legislature go through money,
people and internal fights, all
which have left that body as tired
and confused as ever. Here are
some highlights and comments.
They have tried to act as a
responsible body of students
providing funds and support for
as many groups as possible.
Sometimes it worked, sometimes
not.
They started out not really
sure what should be done. One
could feel the sense of unsureness at the first meetings. Steve
Harrison was thought to be a
new kind of president, one who
would guide the legislature into
areas not explored before.
He wasn't. The year was
barely started before internal
fighting and backstabbing
riddled the ASC office.
Dywaln Berkins was accused
of being lazy during the summer.
Steve Mayeda was getting two
paychecks during the summer
for essentially the same job.
Bruce Dierking, the ASC
business manager was accused of
overstepping his authority.
Things started settling down.
Maybe too much. Funds began to
be distributed to various clubs
and organizations at Central.
Legislators fell into a slump,
hearing requests, hashing over
the same issues of why groups
wanted . money and why they
couldn't find it somewhere else.
The legislature started acting
more like a bank than a
government.
Finally, the legislature began
to look at non-money matters
around campus. Toward the end
of the quarter, people were given
the task of researching issues

Alien reports
due this month

such as higher tuitions.
Redistricting was accomplished, although Harrison did not
follow up by 'securing approval
.from the Board of Trustees. ·

funds to private clubs gave them
Organizational changes are
repeated problems ..
being discussed. A rriore efficient
After a supreme effort and a
metho~ of handling · funding
lot of time, the legislature was
requests is being examined.
able to get around the law and
Legislators will be asked . to
help these groups. Further,
realize their responsibilities and
efforts are being made to turn
do their homework before
the ASC into a corporation, thus
meetings. Bett~r attendance
solving that problem.
records will . be encouraged.
But the slump was still there. ·
With new members in . the
It wasn't funny to watch . Dan
O'Leary and .Dy~ Berkins sit
red-faced and tell the legislature
that their Committee on Commiby Sandi Dolbee
ttees "hadn't really done . too
editor elect
much."
As symptoms of the cold and
It wasn't funny when after
approving the appointment of flu take their toll on the Central
Linda Gehri to the Campus campus, the Federal Trade Com-,
Judicial Board, the ·legislature mission is revealing that much of
was informed · ti.lat she was a the popular cough and cold
member ·of the Student Rights remedies probably won't be
Commission, a definite example much help.
According to a recent United
of confJict of interest, a fact that
many of the members already Press International story, the·
knew. Fortunately, the appoint- FTC has found that the "fever
ment was vetoed later that night. reducer" in Dristan is nothing
O'Leary,
acting
ASC more than plain aspirin; that the
president, now is trying to do "children's aspirin" in Conges~
· what Harrison failed to do-to pirin is nothing more than a
give some direction to ASC. With reduced portion of regular
only a few hundred dollars left in aspirin, etc.
These and other facts came out
the budget for this quarter, the
legislature will have to find other when 16 makers of these remedthings to occupy their time at ies were ordered by the government to reveal what's in their
meetings.
Things are already happening. formulas to make them advertise
In an effort to · prevent the the way they do.
According to the article, the
fighting over delegates that
occurred at the ASC convention FTC asked Bristol-Meyers of
last year, O'Leary and others are New York to explain how its .
initiating various election Silence is Golden cough syrup
reforms, including the formation with "pure honey and natural
lemon" works.
of a credentials committee. ·

legislature and the frustration of
some older members, a sense of ·
responsibility may be in the
making. Money matters may
take a secondary position being
social issues. Things such as the
College Council Constitution
might get more attention.
Like I said, it was one helluva
quarter.

Flu cures don't help ·.

Steve Harrison
The budget cut decimated the
ASC and forced the legislature to
look for ways to cut costs. That
took up a lot of time and energy.
One problem was not resolved.
Legislators did not get out of
their slump. Homework was not
done, causing a lot of wasted
time at meetings. No consideration was given to certain groups
which had repeatedly come
before the legislature for funds.
But it wasn't all the government's fault. A state law
prohibiting the giving of state

The firm replied how the
of honey help
said essentially.
that the lemon was added to
make it taste better.
In anoth~r related , article,
tests revealed that Compoz, "a
non-prescription sedative for
temporary relie.f of simpie nervous tension," is no- more effect.ive than aspirin or a milk-sugar
placebo.
soothiI~g effects
the ~ough, but

Dr. Wickerath, director of the
campus Health Center, repor ;ed
that already the infirmary is full
with flu victims and more beds
have been ordered and more
nurses have been hired.
In the last week alone the
Health Center has treated over
300 students complaining of flu
symptoms.

Dr. Karl Wickerwrath -admitted that not much can be done
specifically for the flu but
recommends: 1) treat the symptoms, 2) get plenty of rest and '3)
drink plenty of liquids.

They said it'd
· never fly.·...

The U.S .. Immigration · and
Naturalizatio~ Service in Seattle
is reminding aliens living in the
Northwest as of Jan. 1 they must
report their address to that office
or any U.S. Post Office during
the month of January.
·
According to provisions of the
Immigration and Nationality
Act, aliens must obtain, complete
and return address report cards
whether they have changed
residences or not since a previous report.
Address report cards are
available at any U.S. Post Office
or any Immigration and Naturalization Serviee office.
The cards should not be mailed
to the Washington, D.C., office of
the Immigration Service.

l

An Oldie but Goodie.

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Comp any, Seattle. Washington

'

AND IT PROBABLY NEVER WILL! .
But we can guarantee · you that it will
be quiet inside.
It's a brand new co:q.cept in' residence
hall living designed for the serious student
who appreciates the beauty of peace and
quiet.
·
It's called 'The Quiet Dorm.'
And come hell or high water it will
be quiet inside.
'The Quiet J;:>orm~· will combine all the
conveniences of dorm- living (iike free inbuilding laundry facilities, FM-TV cable, ail
utilities, ap inexaustible supply of hot water,

·and· close location on the campus) with a
more relaxed atmosphere and a majority of
single rooms immersed in wonderful quiet.
'The Quiet Dorm' is a total experience
for the student who doesn't have the · time
to bother people and sincerly appreciates the
virtues of silence.
Stop by the . Housing~
omce in Barge Hall 8.l)d .
we'll give you -a spiffy brochure
on ari incredible sitUation. ·
'The Quiet Dorm'. . . •.
the very · quiet · ;resi9~n~e .hall.
1

·a·
A

y
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s
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Hold it--did 'Ne legaliz~ that?
would have put up vigorous
opposition.
"We felt the legislature, in its
infinite wisdom, would never
have visited such legislation on
the people of the state of
Washington. That is our only
excuse," he said.

Editor's note: On last week's
editorial page, the Crier
discussed the recently organized
Washington State College
Newspaper , Association and the
services it hopes to offer the
readers of the state's public
college student newspapers.
This week, the first of these
services begins. University of
Washington correspondent Dave
Horsfall k in Olympia and has
started sending out reports 011
legislative ac;tivity there. Below
is the first of what we hope will
be many such reports.

Deskins said he could speak for
most of the Tacoma Police
Department in saying, "We are
unalterably opposed to hitchhiking and to the amendments
mainly because of their unenforceability ."
Will Bachofner, who will become Chief of the Washington
State Patrol next Wednesday,
said that if he had been chief two
years ago he would have opposed
legalized hitchhiking. He said it
is impossible to tell what exact
relationship crime and hitchhiking have, because the patrol
kept no such records before
hitching was made legal • .

by Dave Horsfall
special to the Crier

The legislative subcommittee
on traffic safety met Saturday at
the Rodeway Inn in Tacoma to
hear citizen views on hitchhiking.
Several U. W. students testified
at the hearing, which · was
conducted by State Sen. Joe
Stortini, vice chairman of the
subcommitte.
Stortini opened the hearing by
referring to the scope of the
committee's irtterest, but commented that only "hitchhiking
catches the press." He emphasized that the committee has yet
taken no , action concerning the
retention, repeal or amendment
of the 1972 law that legalized
hitchhiking in Washington State.
He did say that hitchhiking
was an emotional subject, and
that present controversies concerning it made the hearing
necessary. He said that an
initiative campaign had been
started last spring in Spokane to
repeal the present law, that a
recent survey in the ''Tacoma
News Tribune" indicated strong
sentiment for the law's repeal
and that State Senators Newschwander and Rasmussen have
already filed a bill to repeal the
law and make hitchhiking illegal
except in emergency situations.
Most of the testimony revolved around the safety of
hitchhiking and crimes related to
hitchhiking. Proposals that
would amend the law in some
way, yet not repeal it, included
licensing hitchhikers, restricting
hitchhiking to the daylight hours,

The

"We had little trouble with
hitchhiking because we enforced
the previous law. We had no
reasons to keep records," he said.

THE WAITING GAME-Public pressure to repeal the new hitchhiking law isn't stopping this
young coed fll'om getting around.(Photo by Chang P. Jay)
·

and putting minimum age restrictions on hitchhiking.
The first speaker to address
the· committee was State Rep.
Geoffrey K. Douthwaite, 43rd
District, . who sponsored th~ bill
that led to the legalization of
hitching. He opened with a
statement of civil liberties, "I am
still of the mind that freedom to
invite one's friends into his car is

an American freedom and should sayiiig that he is ''interested in
remain so."
keeping the present law, or
Douthwaite questioned the amending it if it can be done to
feasibility and desirability of make
conditions
safer·"
most of the proposed amendMajor Dale Deskins, assistant
ments to the law. Concerning a chief of the Tacoma Police
restriction on night-time hitch- Department, said he thought law
ing, he said,"A curfew like this tenfor°cement officials had been
during hours of darkness smac~s "sleepy at the switch" when
of police state tactics." He hitchhiking was made legal a
summed up this · pos~tion by year ago, or otherwise they

Work by nearly three dozen of
the nation's top Indian artists
will begin a six-month tour of the
Northwest soon, following a
week's exhibit at Central.
The second annual Contemporary Indian Art Exhibit, sponsored by the Central's Ethnic

Studies Program, will open Jan.
27.
Paintings, graphics and sc,ulpture by professional Indian artists from throughout the nation
will be included in the exhibit.
Support for the second annual
exhibit has been provided by the

PIZZA PLACE

·,OPEN AT NOON-Monday thru Friday
.--~-M~

FREE POOL-Noon ·'til 3 pm
FREE DELIVERY-After 6:00 pm

'
/ /
--NEW//
~

Probably the most enthusiastically received speaker of the
afternoon, speaking in defense of ·
the law, was Tacoma businessman Lloyd Stanley. He said that
he had hitched all across the
country as a young "hoodlum,"
and that he considers hitchhiking
"a right, just like driving across
the country in a wagon train a
hundred years ago."

Popular Indian Art exhibit opens soon

IN THE PLAZA

'

Bachofner said he favored
amendments that would put an
-age restriction on hitching,
though he expressed considerable empathy with hitchhikers,
citing examples of picking them
up as a patrolman.

/

_/HAPPY /

·

4:00-6:00 PM
Mon.-Thru-Sat.

/.HOUR _.---TWO/ I ' "'- FOOSBALL TABLES!
•

925-9948
Gallons To Go!-Anytime $l5°!

U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs,
National Endowment for the
Arts, Associated Students of
Central and the Washington
State Arts Commission.
Initiated a year ago by Ethnics
Studies Program Director Alex
Kuo, the traveling exhibit
attracted so much attention that
requests this year by more than
150 schools to display the art
works had to be turned down.

Fritz Scholder of New Mexico,
one of the leading "new Indian
artists," will be represented in
the exhibit. Scholder, who taught
advanced painting and art history ·in this country before
lecturing on Indian art in Europe, has won many awards. His
works have been included in
major exhibits throughout the
world.

Exhibit Director Kuo said that
The exhibit will be shown, the annual art program is
however, in Oregon, Washing- designed to provide the publfo
ton, Idaho and Montana through with an exposure to contemporary Indian art and to encourage
J une.
Awards totaling $5,000 will be young Indian artists~
presented to artists selected by
judges during a special EllensIn addition, the · exhibit is
burg preview showing Jan. 26. aimed at dispelling· myths that
.
.
Indian art is comprised solely of
. Artists whose work IS to be beaded handicraft and that In- ·
mcluded_ have won numerous dian painting is restricted to
national and _internatlon~ ~onors. I flatstyle, spatial representations.
Among them is :Solomon McCombs, of Virginia, a Creek
Judges for the 1973 exhibit
artist who has served as a U.S. will be three nationally known
State Department art ambassa- Indian artists whose work also
dor to a number of African and will be featured in the showing
Asian nations.
but not eligible for awards.

Youth Card Saies
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Reoresented
434 North Sprague

925-3167

Rev. Hanni's peace mission
by Dave Larson
feature editor

want that they pass legislation to
cut off funds for the war and to
strictly limit the powers of the
President in relation to the war,"
Rev. Hanni said.
Hanni added that though these
were the primary concerns of the
_group, the plight of u~s. and
Vietnamese POW s was discusse.d.

Ending the war in Southeast
Asia has been called the number
one priority which the President
and Congress should strive for.
On Jan. 3 and 4, 10 Washingtonians, including one Ellensburg
resident, went right to the center
of this government to see if they
could do anything.
The Rev. Phil Hanni, of the
Center for Campus Ministry, and
his nine Washington companions ·
went to Washington, D.C., where
they attended the National
Religious Peace Convocation and
Congressional Visitation.
Hanni and the others were met
by approximately 4,000 persons
all in Washington, D.C., for the
same two-fold purpose-"to
dedicate our churches and
synagogues to peace and justice,
and to visit our congressmen and
to do some lobbying."
According to Hanni, the
planners of the conference-rally
were anticipating only 1,000, but
eventually about 2,000 registered with a total of approximately
4,000 participating.
"We (the Washington delegaPhil Hanni
tion) believed that the power ·of
Congress has eroded in the hands - "We are not only concerned
of the President. We felt that in about the American prisoners,
terms of how to run the country but also the thousands of political
the congressmen must reassert prisoners being held in South
their constitutional powers," Vietnam," Hanni said. "What is
reported Hanni.
to be done with them must be
He said that in meeting with decided before the peace treaty
the state's senators and repre- is signed."
sentatives, the Washington
Hanni explained that in
caucus addressed them speci- addition to the congressional
fically on exercising their powers visitations, public rallies were
to pressure the President to sign held at the Capitol where such
the nine point peace plan.
persons as singer and anti-war
"In addition, we expressed our activist Joan Baez, former U.S.

Attorney-General Ramsey Clark,
Representative Pete McCloskey,
Father Philip Berrigan and Yale
anti-war chaplin Bill Coffin
spoke.
One evening, accorr~. -Hanni, a candlelight ma._
. ....
held from the New York A"cmue
Presbyterian Church to outside
the White House.
·
"The most.discouracing thing I
came back with · ·· ..s \'.~) v knowledge that Congress is being
totally out-manuevered by the·
President and all their legislative
power is being usurped by his
veto power," said Hanni.
Hanni stated that during the
delegation's. hour long meeting
with Rep. Mike McCor~ack that
the congressm~n seemed to think
that the best tactic would be a
tough .restriction foreign aid bill
which comes up on the floor on
Feb. 28.
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Lone Ranger rides
again for the ACLU
With his faithful Indian
companion, Tonto, his sterling
steed, Silver, and blazing guns
spewing the recognizable silver
bullets, the Lone Ranger rides
again.
· This exciting film, "The
Legend of the Lone Ranger," will
be shown Thursday accompanied
by Flash Gordon in "Mission to
Mosca" and Bugs Bunny in
"Acrobatty Bunny."
·
The picture opens with the
Butch Cavendish gang ambushing a patrol of Texas Rangers. In
the slaughter which follows, all
are killed except one who is
critically
wounded
and
mistakenly left for dead.
He (Clayton Moore) is nursed
back to health by a wandering

Indian named Tonto (Jay Silverheels) whom he takes as his
devoted companion.
After surveying the murder of
his fellow Rangers, the Lone
Ranger disguises himself behind
a mask and vows to spend his life
bringing justice to all lawbreakers.
The Masked Man begins his
crime-fighting career by stalking
his arch-enemy, Butch Cavendish, the slimiest rogue who ever
walked the west.
·
The film, which is drawn from
the early episodes of the popular
television show, will be shown
twice Thursday evening at 7 and
9 in the SUB Small Ballroom.
Cost is 75 cents.

"Rep. McCormack mentioned
more than once that most of the
letters and telegrams he had .
received did not support the
President's war policies or
continued and intensified
bombing," explained Hanni.
Impressions which Hanni
carried back to Ellensburg
concei:ning the congressional
· scene ranged from disillusionment to optimism.

According to Hanni, most of
the congressmen are outraged
about the expansion of the war .
and concerned with what is
happening now in the colintry
under the Nixon administration
such as the muzzling of the press,
the conspiracy trials and the
holding back of federal monies
already passed the legislative
process.
"Much of this concern has
come to the congressman via
Miss Dolbee has also announc- letters, telegrams and messages
ed her selections for the new from home. This itseH is very
editorial staff positions. Dave encouraging and sets a tone of
Larson, the current feature optimism because they are
editor has been .named managing listening to their constituents
editor. Two fall staff; reporters, '.t' back home," Hanni concluded.
Phil Smithson· and Ed Sasser,
Hanni expressed his gratitude
have been selected as news to the people of Ellensburg who
editor and fe~ture editor, re- donated nearly all the money
spectively.
needed to cover the conference
A former Yakima Valley expenses and air fare.
College sports editor, Rod
"I believe this grassroots
Wilkins, will head the Crier effort genuinely shows and
sports staff and Sharon Merritt exemplifies the point that there
will continue ·as copy editor. is an interest in what the
Chang Po Jay will stay on as President does with the war in
chief photographer.
Southeast Asia," said Hanni.

Crier has new editor

Sandi Dolbee, a senior majoring in journalism and sociology,
has been named Crier editor-inchief for the second term which
begins next week.
The new editor was selected
by the student publications
board at a Dec. 5 meeting.
The former . campus news
editor and feature editor · says ,
students can look for more
experimentation in the paper.'
"We're planning to go twice a
week. I want to have more
in-depth and investigative' stuff;
-I've got a whole list of things I
want to do."

AN /NV/TA TION

TO ALL MEN

OF GOOD WILL

ON THE NIGHT BEFORE

IN THE SAME SPIRIT

HF DIED, JESUS PRAYED:

YOU ARE INVITED TO

"LET THEM ALL BE ONE,

JOIN WITH CHRISTIANS

FATHER, JUST AS YOU '

OF ALL DENOMINATIONS

ARE IN UNION WITH ME
AND I AM WITH YOU."

IN A UNITY SERVICE OF

'

'

SONG AND PRAYER.

THE UNCOMMON BOX WITH THE
UTTERLY UNCOMMON BAP.GAIN INSIDE
Superbox. It has over $5.00 worth of products you use for
only 99¢. There is a TRAC II razor by Gillette in both the
Superbox for men and the Superbox for women. That
alone is what is commonly referred to as a good deal.
But there is more. There are shave creams and deodorants. And more:
All the products listed below are in each Superbox
Superbox for women
Trac II by Gillette
Crazylegs Shaving Gel
Tame Cream Rinse
Soft & Ori Deodorant
Foot Guard
Lemon Up Shampoo
My Own Towlettes
Cepacol Lozenges

Come in and

MON., JAN. 22, 7:30 p.m.
REFRESHMENTS FOLLOWING

CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY
CORNER OF 11th & ALDER

Superbox for men
Trac II by Gillette
Edge Shave Cream
Man-Power Deodorant
Bufferin
MacLeans toothpaste
Flair Hotliner Pen
Cepacol Lozenges

b~y

your Superbox at your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
NEW HOURS:
8:30 am-8 pm Mon.-Fri.
1-5 pm Sunday

Coordina-t9d clean-up .sought

f

How can the beauty of the messages such as brochures and
dumping raw sewage directly
Yakima River be preserved and signs."
into the river. Since the 1920s
by Mark LaFountaine
protected?
The Department of Ecology is
the water has not been ·fit to .
having consumer difficulties or
staff writer
who is doing research in this
That was the question raised willing to back an effort to clean
drink. Today we are running out
last Thursday at a meeting up and maintain the beauty of
of water to dilute sewage with
Central student Carolyn Mor- field.
sponsored by the State Depart- the river with the support of
and it's high time to stop using gan. has established a consumer
Welcoming complaints in all
ment of Ecology in SUB 103.
coordinated efforts and increased
such an outmoded method."
sizes
and varieties, Miss Morgan
More than 40 persons attended publicity on the matter, Tower
Vickerman attributed the lit- protection - agency in the ASC maintains office hours in the SUB
students
and
office
providing
.the gathering including students, said.
ter problem along the river
local residents with help and from 9-11 a.m. on Mondays and
mainly to recreational activities.
faculty members and other conFridays and noon to 1 p.m. on
advice.
~erned individuals. In addition,
In agreement with Tower, he
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
re...,resentatives from the Dealso stressed the need for
Miss Morgan's office is preIn order to provide her office
partment of Ecology, the Field
educating people as well as a pared to offer a variety of
and St ~am Club, the Kittitas
. need for stronger rules and services including complete in- with more resource material,
County Health Department and
regulations. He suggested that formation on complaint filing Miss Morgan is planning to
the City of Ellensburg were
enforcement of such rules should procedures, legal aid and advise- attend various seminars this
·present.
come primarily from state ment, files on latest information spring.
Earl Tc ·ver of the Department
agencies such as the Depart- from periodicals, current conMiss Morgan is working on
of Ecology citl"ected the meeting ·
ments of Game and Ecology.
sumer pamphlets, files on federal two cases locally. One involves a
and statPd the purpose of it was
One person asked, "Whose governmental agencies that can complaint filed by an elderly
not to resoh -.:·anything definitely
responsibility is it to haul away be contacted, plus information on woman who unknowingly purhut to make everyone aware thatrefuse from garbage cans and consumer · legislation from the chased a home built over an
there are many groups and
litter barrels as it accumulates?" Washington State Legislature.
underground stream which
individuals interested in cleaning
Vickerman answered that reeventu~lly rose and flooded the
In addition, direct links with dwelling.
up the Yakima River.
ceptacles should be removed and
One of Tower's proposals was
that everyone should be re- •consumer protection agencies in
The consumer protection office
a spring clean-up project of litter
sponsible for taking away his the Hall of Justice in Olympia
is
prepared to handle necessary
and
the
agency
on
Pike
Street
in
on the river, involving as many
own garbage.
"Litter barrels themselves Seattle have been established. correspondence on the conpeople in Kittitas County as
sumer's behalf in problems with
possible.
have become litter and people These links include the legal
merchants, landlords, retail serEarl Tower
often use them to dump their advice of attorneys Jim Bates in
_ "The problem with past cleanup projects," said Tower, "has
household trash," he explained. the Olympia office, and Tony vice departments or real estate
concerns. Miss Morgan strongly
been that they were run just by
"The Yakima River is a
Everyone at the meeting White iri the Seattle office.
urges anyone with a consumer
magnificent and beautiful re- agreed that more publicity on
Miss Morgan, whose office is
the college or a certain group,
and everyone who uses the river source and we'd like to protect enforcement in such cases is funded by the Student Rights related problem to contact her.
did not get involved."
and preserve it," emphasized needed.
Commission, has a background in
Tower also suggested that Tower.
"Enforcement is not limited to .customer services and sales
more education and enforcement
Wynn Vickerman of the Field a person with a badge," said work, and is running this office
are needed to cope with the litter and Stream Club talked at the Towe~. "Anyone can file a charge as an individual study in the
problem. He stressed that people meeting about the misuse of the for littering."
Home Economics Department
need to be educated, perhaps river.
The meeting was highlighted here at Central.
College students have formed
with some written guidelines, in
"For many years people have by 20-minute slide presentation
a club devoted to work with
proper use of the waterway.
thought that ?ilution is the by student Mike M.c;Le~. The
She has maintained a resource handicapped
and
under"An awareness of the problem solution to pollution," he said. slides, set to music, inCiuded file in the consumer protection privileged children in Ellensmust be created," he said, "Cle Elum, Roslyn and Elleris- scenes depicting various recrea- area for two years, and offers its burg.
_....._ _ _
...._ _ _
_ _ _ _burg
_ _ have
___
___
___
_ _activities.
__._ _ _ _
_____
____
__
will consisting
be a "big 'brother"
"P~!haps
through
publicity
all_ been
guilty
of _ _
tional
· _ _ _ _ _information
to_anyone
who
is .. members,
SPADES,
of 35

Students to be
'big brothers'

INTRODUCING JOE'S PIZZA AND 1 c SALE!
Friday and _Saturday, January 19 and 20 Only.
Buy 1 Pizza At Regular Price, Get Another Pizza For 1 c

1. Cheese ·
· 2. Italian Sausage and Pepperoni
3. Canadian Bacon With Tomato
4. Ham and Pineapple
5. Pepperoni and Mushrooms
6. Italian Sausage and Mushrooms
7. Shrimp, Black Olives and Mushrooms
8. Pepperoni and Sausage and Salami
9. Sausage, Pepperoni, Beef, and Salami
10. A & W Works
Choice Of One

10"

13"

15"

$1.25
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.10
$2.10
$2.20 '
$2.30
$1.85

$2.15
$2.85
$2.85
$2.85
$2.85
$2.85
$3.00
$3.00
$3.15
$3.50
$2.75

$2.85
$3.()0
$3.60
$3.60
$3.60
$3.60
$3.85
$3.85
$4.10
$4.70
$3.50

JOE'S VARIETY
Italian Sausage
Shrimp
Beef
Onion

Pepperoni
Black Olives
Ham
Mushrooms

Salami
Pineapple
Canadian Bacon
Tomatoes

Extras Add 20c-25c-30c For 10"-13"-15"

,

9th and Euclid

Student to distribute very
unusual computer dating forms.
$400 - $600 - mo. Write Box 508,
Boulder, Colo. 80302
MEN-WOMEN
Work on a ship next summer. No
experience required. Excellent
. pay. World-wide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $2.00
for information. SEAFAX, Box
2049-WD,
Port
Angeles,
Washington 98362
Student to distribute very
unusual computer dating
fonns. $400 - $600 per month.
Write Box 508, Boulder, Colo.
80302
Found - grey long-haired cat.
Call Melanie 962-2697 602 N.
Pine

FREE DELIVERY, 7 NIGHTS AWEEK,
5:30-MIDNIGHT. ANYWHERE IN TOWN!

CAMPUS

to elementary and · junior high
school youngsters, offering leadership and companionship on an
individual basis.
One · student will pair up with
one child and meet on a weekly
basis in addition to monthly
.group meetings and activities.
The organization is being
sponsored by the local Kiwanis
clubs.
Anyone interested in being a
big brother or big sister is asked
to contact Jackie Klahn or Don
Goetschius, both in the education
department.

For Sale: A Volkswagen ski
rack. Holds 4 pairs with lock
attachment manufactured by
A&T. $19.95.Call Bob 925-6377

.

925-9861

One and ·two bedroom funished
apartments for rent. No pets.
925-2462

~J SUB requests more

· ~· money for next year .

Whoa, boyl.
The dramatic photograph above, depicting rodeo star Larry Mahan being dragged from a stirrup
while pickup man Bob Vold went to the rescue at last year's Ellensburg Rodeo, recently won a prize
for Central's John P. Foster, director of photography at the college's Office of Information. The
picture took top honors in a contest for the best rodeo photography of 1971 sponsored by the
International Rodeo Writers Association and Levi Strauss & Co. of San Francisco. The contest also
awards prizes in news and feature story categories. Foster, who doubles as an assistant professor of
journalism, had his photograph published in the Ellensburg Daily Record, the Seattle Times, Rodeo
Sports News and Horse & Rider Magazine in addition to winning the $100 top prize. The results of
the contest were announced late last year in Oklahoma City at the National Finals Rodeo, the World
Series of rodeo.

Apply now for summer iobs
·ousands of paying student
A few weeks work at a paying
Th
are
again
available
in
job
in Europe more than pays for
'obs
J
the new round-trip winter
Europe for this winter and next
f yout h
summer.
fare to Europe and a . ew more
Winter J'obs are available now
weeks
· on the job earns more
l'
than enough money for trave mg
l·n Sw1'ss, German, Austrian, and
French ski resorts, restaurants
around Europe.
The Student Overseas Serand hotels.
Jobs for next summer are
vices (sos) ,' a Luxembourg
available throughout Europe in
student organization, will obtain
a job, a work permit, visa, an d
resorts, restaurants, hotels,
any other necessary working
hospitals, factor1es, offices, shops
and on farms for those who like
papers required for any college
student who applies early
outdoor work.
Most of the jobs are located in
enough.
Switzerland, . France, Germany
Any .student may obtain
and Spain, but selected positions - application forms, job listings
are available in other countries.
and descriptions, and the SOS
Standard wages are always
handbook on earning a trip to
paid, and free room and board
Europe by sending their name,
are provided with most of the
address, educational institution,
jobs.
and ,$1 (for addressing, handling
This simply means any college
and postage) to either Placement
student willing to work can earn
Office, Student Overseas Services, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
a trip to Europe.

Study grants available
Applications
are
being
accepted by the National
Endowment for the Humanities,
a program offering grants to
people under 30. ·
Grants are . being given to
those wishing to engage in
research and study pertaining to
urbanization, minority problems,
war, peace, foreign policy,
problems and other · projects
along these same lines.
Grant proposals can be
submitted by high school and
college students and by young
people not in school. Older people .
may be involved as advisors, but
the projects must be designed
and carried out by young people.
Applications can be made
directly to the Yopthgrants
Program, or through the school,
public library and other cultural
institutions.
y outhgrants is a new program
with the amount given for a
project determined by the grant

proposal that is submitted by the
individual student.
Priority will be given to
proposals which are concerned
with human values, and which
will attempt to apply humanistic
knowledge and . insights to the
study of contemporary problems.
The Youthg~ants '. Program is
designed for those who wish to
explore their own interests in the
humanities, which includes in
addition to the traditional
humanistic disciplines, those
branches of social sciences, arts,
and other disciplines which have
a humanistic content and employ
humanistic methods.
The application deadline is
April 2 for ·projects beginning
September 1. For more information write to: Youthgrants
Program,
The
National
Endowment for the Humanities,
806 Fifteenth Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20506.

L
b
E
SOS
uxem ourg, urope, or
Box 5173, Santa Barbara, Calif.
93108.
Applications for winter jobs in
Europe should be sent immed
· 1y, an d a 11 JO
· b app l'icat'ions
iate
should be sent early enough to
11
h SOS Pl
t Off'
a ow t e
acemen
ice
ample time to process job
arrangements and working

by Paddy Cottrell
news editor
A SUB request for a $26,000
increase over this year's budget
and a proposal to create an
entirely new budget area · -were
heard Tuesday by the Joint
Student Fees (JSF) Committee.
The requests came in the wake
of last week's announcement by
Dale Widner, JSF accountant,
that :t_here will be $42,000 less
money for the committee to alot
in next year's $310,000 budget.
. In presenting the SUB's
$131,000 budget request, SUB
Director Do.n Wise said extra
funds would be needed to provide for emergencies and because the cafeteria would not be
able to generate as much revenue
next
year.
"We have no money budgeted
to fix a leaky roof, no money to
replace worn wiring, no money to
replace stolen equipment or
broken furniture," said Wise in
asking for $15,000 to provide foi;
unexpected emergencies.
He said money for such
emergencies this year had been
taken from the SUB travel
budget~ "That's simply not good
business," emphasized Wise.
The SUB director said that
food services would only be able
to produce a $10,000 profit next
year as compared to a $20,000
budgeted profit this year. The
decrease is attributed to a lower
enrollment.
Food services is a strong
program and highly defensible,
said Wise, who termed the
budget area a "tight ship".
He said four civil service

for a completely new budget area ,
for the Mexico program.
Dr. Claire Lillard, director of
international programs, told the
committee that even though
many · students in the Mexico
program pay $23.50 a quarter
into the JSF account, they don't
get any use out of the funds ·when
they are in Mexico.
Lillard proposed that the
committee establish a fund based
on the number of JSF paying
students in the Mexico program
and that the money go toward
providing activities for students .
in the Mexico program.
The committee slated a formal
presentation of the proposed
Mexico budget for Jan. 30 in SUB
210. Also slated for the same day
beginning at 4 p.m. are the
budget areas of men's athletics,
women's athletics and ·:M.I.A.
ASC will present its bud~t thi~
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in SUB 210.
The JSF Committee has also
approved money from the
emergency reserve funds (money ·
budgeted as a cushion i'n case of
enrollment drops) to ft- nd
athletic awards for the football
players. According to Widner the
money will go for "blankets,
rings, jackets anci sweaters."
The committee is also continuing to look into the possibility of
conducting a student survey to
give students more input about
where the money be allocated.
1

Mandarin film .
shows· Tuesday

The third in a · series of
monthly Chinese films sponsored

employes were hired in the
cafeteria in an effort to stablize
the work force.
"The thing we don't want to do
is cut services," stated the
college offic1·a1
He pointed ·out that the SUB
d'd
k
ft 4
1 not ma e any money a er
pm on week days or during

by the Foreign Languages
Department for the Asian
Studies Program will be shown
Tuesday in the SUB small
ballroom.
Entitled "Orchids and My
Love," the film has a Mandarin
language soundtrack with
English subtitles and was made
~eekends.
on Taiwan.
·
A dmission to the film showing
In another agenda l· tem the
•p•a•p•e•r•s•._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J_s..;r_c_o_m_m.it•t•e•e•h•e•a•r•d•a-r•e•q•u•es•t-'.is_fr•e•e-an•d-o•p•e•n-to-t•h•e•p•u•b•li·'c...

A_SC SPONSORED

CHARTER SKI BUS SERVICE
TO HYA.K
LEAVES SUB PARKING LOT
Wednesday - 5:30 p.m.

Saturqay - 8:30 a.m.

Jan_. 17, 20, 24, 27, 31

Feb. 3, 7, 14, 21, 24, 28
March 3, 7, 10
BUS TICKETS:

$2.25- Wednesdays
$3.00 - Saturdays
TICKETS ON SALE
IN SUB 102

Tickets Must Be Purchased By 5 p.m. Tuesday For
Wednesday ,By 5 p.m. Thursday For Saturday

0

Down ·central's memory Jane: big stories of 1972
by Dave Larson
feature editor ·
1972. Ahh! It was a very good year ... to some. To others it was a
very disheartening one.
It was a year of budget cutbacks, of a campus blacke>ut, of a
brand new ice cream parlor, of a dramatic switch in ASC
presidential elections, of Roberta Flack cancelling out, of
President Nixon mining the Haiphong harbor, of Rev. Ralph
Abernathy on campus for a love symposium, of McGovern winning
the nomination, of"Peace is at hand," of more problems with ASC,
of a topped Christmas tree, of Flash and his kids and of a dramatic
reduction in Central's enrollment.
Follow along as we trip down the Crier memory lane of the big
stories of nineteen hundren and seventy-two:
On Jan. 14, the Crier printed a story on the dramatic cutbacks in
college funds.
"Our only way out," Dr. James Brooks said at the time, "is to
take an optimistic view, get aggressive and go out and tell our
story to new students and to the people. We need to develop new
programs, get busy and go with them."
Dr. Brooks also stated that the "major reason for the estimated
loss over the next two years is because the estimated enrollment
at Central falls considerably short of the figures projected by the
State Legislature." /
At the time, it was expected that Central would have
·approximately 7,150 students. That projection was exaggerated,
as· we now have approximately 6,100 students.
In that same issue, a letter to the editor from a Tom Thompson
cried out for ASC financial responsibility.
"One of the elementary principles of our democracy is the check
and balance system of our government, something which is lackin~
in our ASC government, and of which we are in desperate need, '
wrote Thompson.
A week later, the Crier printed a reply to the Thompson
allegations. The reply, written by then-ASC president Tom
Dudley, catagorically refuted Thompsons critical assertions.
"His final allegation that ASC officers are not accountable for
ASC funds is absurd. ASC officers are accountable to students, the
Board of Trustees and state law for expenditures of any student
funds," Dudley wrote.
,
Also in the Jan.14 edition was an article headlined "Where were
you during lights out?" It was about the three-day power outage
which Central suffered.
"The reason for the power outage, according to Tom Baer,
administrative assistant to the city manager, was the failure of a
main underground feeder on the corner of 14th and D Streets," the
Crier explained.
During what was a trauma to some and joke to others, Don
Wise, director of the SUB, furnished coffee and punch to the
residents moved out of their homes by the power failure.
Our Feb. 4 issue featured a giant strawberry ice cream cone and
a picture of Rich Hanson on the front page.
That was the week when students found out that they would
have a new ice cream parlor in the SUB and that our basketball
team was to play Western for the championship.
The ice cream parlor is now closed and we lost to Western that
wintry night.
Someone rattled the ASC rulebook in the following week.
Steve Harrison, a then-unknown transfer student from the
University of Washington, had gone about challenging the rules to
run for ASC president.
. By the time the next Crier had appeared, Feb. 18, we found that
the ASC Convention had supported Harrison over myself, then
administrative vice president, by a vote of 93 to 66. That day the
Crier also supported Harrison.
The nominating convention was also covered in that Crier and
the article concluded with . a quote from one delegate who
compared the convention to Chicago in 1968.
"Hitchhiking Passes--Thumbs out May 20" was the next big
story. The Feb. 25 edition also reported the ASC election results.
Students learned that Harrison had beaten Larson with 738 votes
to 510. Dan O'Leary won over Richard Aldridge, 674 to 441 and
Daryl Kooley edged Dywain Berkins 561 to 473.
It was finally spring quarter when students first caught wind of
a controversy that was to be a number one issue on campus nearly
the remainder of the year--the athletic cuts due to low enrollment
figures.
,
"Last week the Committee on Joint Student Fees tabled a
motion that would cut next year's athletic budget by $13,000,"
reported the Crier.
"The motion to cut the athletic budget request came from ASC.
Steve Harrison, ASC president, and Dan O'Leary, ASC executive
vice president told committee members that they had discussed
the cut with some students."
Five issues, five stories, six letters to the editor, four editorials
and ten pictures later, the controversy had cleared somewhat and
students now found that Roberta Flack had been cancelled just
after the sale of most tickets.
To make things worse, on May 2, students, faculty and
administrators learned thatcentral ·doesn't know how to educate
teachers.
- .
"Rep. (Dick) Smythe gained recognition in teacher education
this last fall when he released (negative) results of the teacher
education survey," reported the story.
"Dr. (John) Green (of Central) criticized this survey because it
interviewed older graduates who haven't been exposed to the new
options at Central," the story said later.
On May 9, the Crier did a feature issue on dope and all that. The
issue contained stories on how to grow marijuana in the Kittitas
Valley and on what penalties await the drug user overseas.
"The kind of peace that will last" was the front page headline in
(Continued on page 11)

(Continued from page IO )
the May 12 issue and it was also a quote from the speech which
President Nixon gave ,the U.S. when he decided to mine the
harbors of Haiphong .and bomb North Vietnamese railways.
In that issue, we interviewed Dr. Mahajani, a Central professor
outspoken against Nixon's war policies, ran an editorial'entitled
"Nixon is unbelievable," and reported an anti-war rally which
actually happened here.
"About 250 students crowded into the SUB at noon on Tuesday to
elaborate on the problems that may arise if some settlement to the
Indochina war is not made soon," reported the Crier.
And on May 19, the hassle with athletic budgets was news again.
Ralph Abernathy came to Central for a symposium on love
substitutes. The day Abernathy appeared, George Wallace had
just been shot.
"It is indeed sad news. Though we differ in many areas, we come
from the same state. We are citizens of the same country. We are
brothers," said Rev. Abernathy.
In the last Crier of the regular school year, the athletic question
was reported as solved when President Brooks reversed the
decision of the Joint Student Fees Committee.
"In an unprecedented move, President James Brooks has given
Men's Intercollegiate Athletics an additional $12,000," began the
story.
"I've studied all of the recommended budgets," said Dr. Brooks,
"and as I mentioned to the committee when we met before, Men's
Intercollegiate Athletics was cut back too far."
When students returned to campus in September, they founrl
that Central now had four different schools and a total of eight
college deans.
Students were also informed that the new Psychology Building
had been selected as Grand Award winner in the annual judging of
excellence in the use of concrete. The award was given by the
Washington Aggregates and Concrete Association.
By Oct. 6, problems with ASC were beginning to surface when it
was learned that some persons were unsatisfied with the job
Dywain Berkins had done over the summer.
"Although the student leaders claim their problems are being
resolved, a situation still exists which could damage seriously the
credibility of their government," read the article.
The Oct. 13 issue was something special to the staff and the
campus (we think), in that this was the issue that explained how to
make wine and beer.
Have you ever heard of a veritable bevy of political candidates in
one year speaking in the same place? If not, had you read the Oct.
20 Crier you would have found out that Lud Kramer, Mike
McCormack and Slade Gorton all spoke to Central students within
a two-day period.
The problems with concerts again struck the social activities
area when the $3,400 loss on the John Denver concert was news O:l
Oct. 27.
Our third anti-Nixon cartoon was printed in the Nov. 3 issue, but
this time it was on the front page and not the standard editorial
page. And, boy, did the Crier get a bunch of letters b€cause of that.
Crier editors had their say in this pro-election issue and decided
to endorse four "crucial" candidates. As expected, the Crier
endorsed three winners and one loser. We went for Sen. Georg€
McGovern, Gov. Dan Evans, Congressman Mik.e McCormack and
Frank "Buster" Brouillet.
After Nixon had won by a landslide, the Crier interviewed three
political science professors to determine what his reelection
meant.
"He has a great fascination with power and not with rebuilding
the nation," Dr. Usha Mahajani replied." "It's a great political
power game where he uses flashy grand-style diplomacy with the
major powers. It's a game in which the small nations cannot be
assured a legitimate and responsible role to play."
In the post-election issue our readers learned that Dave DuBois,
"the sleeper," had finally closed his eyes and dozed off. Naturally,
DuBois proclaimed that he had found the answer for non-sleep and
was off to try again. Z-z-z-z-z.
Students at Central have always seemed to take an interest in
skiing and in November the news concerned a ski area being built
right in the Ellensburg area. Only 12 miles away, it gave a new
meaning to the concept of "study break."
Wildcat gridders got some attention at the same time, when it
was reported that we had won the Evergreen Conference title and
beat Eastern Oregon by a score of 28-19 in the final game.
We all remember topping the Christmas tree when we were
young. This was so we could get the star, angel or what-ever to fit
on the top. But have you ever thought about lobbing three or four
·feet off the top?
This is what was reported in the Dec. 1 issue and it seemed to
stir some controversy. It all started when the campus planners
decided to transplant a 27-year old blue spruce down on lower
campus as the official college Christmas tree. When the tree lost
its top three feet, it was placed in front of the psychology building.
Another controversy was in the brewing when it was reported
that campus switchboard was recording calls in hopes of finding
the person making bomb threats and pulling fire alarms at Student
Village
Co-ed.
Also,
Flash
was
coming!
Flash Cadillac and the Continental Kids came and went.
Flash Cadillac had brightened the big name entertainment
picture and it then began to look as if Central was in for a recovery
in the social activities area. Approximati!ly 2,700 students saw the
unexpected greats, Boones Farm, and the show stoppers Flash and
his Continental Kids, all slicked down and at their greasiest. It was
a perfect ending to a year full of everything.
It is hoped that 1973 will be full of everything. It is hoped that
1973 "!fill be better in everything.
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Governor's budget cuts
college fund requestS
Central's biennial budget requests were cut substantially by
Governor Evan's proposal put
before the Legislature last
Thursday.
However, all state colleges and
universities are "about in the
same boat," according to Vice
Presid~nt Stan Bohne, who reportecr to college trustees last
njght.
Governor Evan's budget proposal to the Legislature deleted
all f.unds requested by the college
for new building construction,
·also ·omitted were funds sought
for new programs.
A preliminary report on the
governor's budget for tpe next
two years set Central's operating
budget at $30 million.
While this is a $7 million less
than requested, it is about $3
million more than for the current
biennium~_ a period of restricted
state budgets.
The college's capital improvements budget -- in the governor's

proposal -- is nearly $3.5 million.
The largest item in that capital
budget recommendation is a $2.3
million project for the purchase
and installation of new boilers for
the college heating plant.
President James Brooks expressed disappointment that the
governor's proposals did not
include funding for certain capital prGjects, particularly for an
addition to Nicholson Pavilion.
Brooks termed the college
facility very inadequate for present and anticipated college use.
Brooks did express pleasure
"that the governor's office saw fit
to maintain the college's faculty
apd library staffing at approximately its present level despite
enrollment fluctuations."
The governor's budget calls for
a four per cent or $40 monthly
salary hike (which ever is
greater) for college employees,
retroactive to January 1. It also
recommends another three per
cent increase next January.

Jazz band makes big hit
"John Moawad's band has an
Central's Jazz Ensemble was a
solid hit Saturday at the first incredible percussion section.
Northwest Collegiate Big Band Headed by the solid and steady
. drumming of Gary Hobbs, the
Jazz Festival in Seattle.
The group shared the stage of finest drummer to take the
the Seattle Opera Holise with top Opera House stage, the band
bands from Kent-Meridian High tore the place apart with a 10School, which"bosted the festival, minute Latin-based theme.
Western Washington State
"Moawad has put together
College, Olympic College, Green other fine bands, the Nathan
River Community College and Hale Jazz , Ensemble among
Mt. Hood Community College them. He pulled off their set with
(Oregon).
·a strong emphasis on showma,nBut it was Central, apparently, ship. Yet it was the discipline of
which generated the most his performers and his own
enthusiasm in the standing room personal magnetism which puts
only audience.
this band on a competing level
Steve Chensvold, an enter- with professional jazz bands
tainment critic for the Seattle anywhere."
Post-Intelligencer, wrote in his
Monday review of the Festival:
The ensemble's next public
"Though each of the bands performance will be Jan. 28,
shared moments of excellence, when the Music Department will
none maintained this summit present the year's first Jazz
consistently except for the Jazz Night at Central. Details of the
Ensemble
from
Central concert will be published in next
Washington State College.
week's Crier.

8-TRACK TAPES JUST 5299
Special This Week: Clean, Adiust and
Demagnetize Your Deck For Only $5.00!
30 Day Guarantee On All Tapes
• Car Units • Home Units
• Cassettes • Tape Accessories
Open 11 9 Mon -Sat., 12-5 Sun.
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Across From T-bird
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962-2845

In Weekly Specials That Isl

Ex-convicts to present play
In plot and action "The Cage"
is as earthy as anything on or off
Broadway. It explains the relationships of four men, all losing
their sanity, sharing four walls of
bars.
Other than .Hatchett, there's
Al, a crippled pervert who gets
excitedly jealous if Doc, the
dominating homosexual, shows
any feeling for the other two.
Also, there's Jive, the sensitive youngster, a newcomer who
checks out the grasp of Hatchett
because, not having lost his mind
sufficiently, he refuses to play
games with his roomies.
"This is not a cell. Cells
represent life. Cages represent
death! Understand?" shouts
Hatchett.
Cluchey, since being paroled
"for life" in 1966 at age 33, had
dedicated himself to developing
outlets as acting, music and
literary fields for former inmates. He has set up a non-profit
touring company, Barbwire
Theater, devoted to promoting
penal reform and acting.
From money collected from
passing the hat after shows,
Cluchey and his partners are
building Barbwire Warehouse, a
San Francisco drama school for
ex-cons.
"The Cage" is the first drama
to be written and performed by
the new professionals men who
know what they're talking about
because they've been there and
lived it.
"The Cage," an explosive survival drama written inside San
Quentin, will be performed
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
The one-act 80-minute play is
performed by exconvicts, both on
and off parole, and takes place
around a toilet bowl. The cast is
·composed of four major characters.
The play is not primarily an
outcry for reform of prisons or a
protest against the injustices of

~rogram for governmentaJ fields
by Liz Hall
staff writer
Students with at ieast junior
standing in an accredited college
or university may submit applications for the Washington State
Summer Intern Program, which
provides practical experience in
governmental fields related to
academic training or professional
interests,
Through the program, state
agencies such as the Department
of Game, Office of the Governor
and the State Patrol offer
students practical work experience . and an opportunity to
exchange views with members at
all levels of state government.
There are many state agencies
interested in participating in this
year's program. Each must complete an "Intern Work Plan" for
the positions available.
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This Week's Special Valid Only On
Monday-Wednesday, January 22-24

DRIVE IN
Just Across· the Campus on 8th

PRISON PHOPHECY-A light of hope momentarily brightens the
dismal world. of those in"the Cage," a play to be performed by
former inmates of San Quentin Tuesday at 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
·
the American judicial system. trade, explains the purpose of
However, it does poiPt out the "The Cage": "We're trying to
horror and brutality of prison show the consequences of caging
life.
people who have problems, to
Author Rick Cluchey and his show how this aggrevates and
partner Ken Whelan consider the magnifies problems. There are
no heroes."
play a work in progress.
The play has a goal other than
"The Cage" has changed with
three national tours taking in pure art or entertainment its
new references such as Attica specific purpose is to educate and
and The Marin County court- provoke.
Dan O'Leary, new ASC presihouse shootout involving the
Soledad Brothers.
dent states, "For 50 cents it will
Whelan, who has acted the be the best entertainment a
"Jesus Freak" role of Hatchett, student will receive this year."
the eight-time killer whose name
Tickets will be sold at the SUB
was derived from the tool of his information booth for 50 cents.
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This plan details the intern's
work area, responsibilities, academic qualifications and individual interests seen as necessary
for successful completion of the
intern project.
Each agency can set intern
salaries based on intern classifiC'itions in accordance with its
policies.
Candidates should apply
directly to the Interagency
Training Division, Department
of Personnel, P.O. Box 1789,
Olympia, 98504, using the official
Summer Intern Application.
Deadline for all applications is
March 1.
State Agencies will review the
applications and contact those
applicants chosen for interviews
and hire desired interns.
The Department of Personnel
will notify all applicants as to

ALSO 1 & 2 Brm.

•

Regular tul I-sized
One Brm. Apts.
• lncludf's Water,
Sewer, Garbage
1 or 2 People
· • Completely furnished

•

Furnished Apts.-$90 to $126

ONLY ~ % Blocks From Campus

their status by May 15.
For Summer Intern application forms and further information concerning the program
contact: Summer Intern Program Administrator, at the
above address, or phone area
code (206) 753-2864.
"It looks like an excellent
opportunity for students, both
educationally as well as financially," said Jerry Reed, coordinator of Cooperative Education
at Central.
This summer there will be
approximately 100 internships
available, almost all - in the
Olympia area.
In the past there have not been
a sufficient number of women
participating in the program,
therefore, this year women students are urged to apply for the
program.
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The beer with
Mountain Fresh flavor.

liJ

Rainier Beer.
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Ra1n1er Brewing Company, Seattle. Washington

.H1cyc e De
Ring-a-ding! Ring-a-ding!
Bells on all bicycles at Central?
That is one possible solution
that has heed suggested to
reduce the number of accidents
on campus in which bicycles are
·involved.
The suggestion came from
Andrew.Bishop, director of environmental health. Statistics
show that last year at Central
·there were over 40 injury
·accidents involving bicycles.
Bishop expressed hope in finding
a way to reduce this number.
Having bells for warning devices
is just one possibility, he said.
"I think that we need to
·consider some public education
on bicycle handling and perhaps
a requirement for some type of
warning device to let pedestrians
know when they are being
overtaken," Bishop stated. "The
lack of sound and the speed of the
bicycle coupled with a general
lack of adequate brakes have
been contributing factors in
several painful accidents."
"In Europe, I noticed that a
small bell was required for all
cyclists. This was an effective
method for warning the unwary
pedestrian that he was being
overtaken by a bicycle," he
explained.
ASC President Dan O'Leary

·eovs _and girls

Fuel oil conversion causes
smoke stack belching
c

BALLET ON BIKE-An unidentified biker bit the dust as bikers
and pedestrians competed for space on campus sidewalks. (Photo
by Chang P. Jay)
said last week that he would Office last quarter, and an
submit the problem of bicycle unknown number of unregisteraccidents to the Student Senate, ed two-wheelers on campus,
along with Bishop's suggestion, some accident-preventing reand see if a solution can be found. q uirenien ts seem necessary.
With 307 bicycles registered Perhaps bells on bikes is a
with the Traffic and Security possible answer.

Merrilee's her--e-big deal!
wonder, though, why such an
established band would want to
play so much commercial stuff.
One original, which they had to
You might say that last
Monday night at Goofy's was an· do naturally, was . Merrilee's
unforgettable eve. So said Grammy nominee, "Angel of the
because I forget if I was Morning." Even that was done
watching a bobby socks band of damn good, but why did she have
the· '50s, a rock1n' high school to precede it with the story of
dance of the '60s or an American her receiving a gold statue from
Bandstand of the '70s.
Seventeen Magazine for it?
It was opening night of the
After one rocker-they all
not-much-publicized attraction, were good to dance to-StuporMerilee Rush and the Turna- star Merrilee exclaimed, "Thank
bouts.
you, boys and girls, you really
Being a Monday night, did a good job on that one."
naturally the crowd was modest,
At one point in the show, good
but for nationally-famous Merilee old Merrilee tries to make a big
it seemed somewhat sparse. thing of introducing the band
Then, too, it could have been the members, only one of which is an
fact that the normal week night original member. By this time I
price was raised from 50 cents to was on my way back to the '50s.
I finally hit greasy '57 when I
$1.
(NOTE: The special price for noticed that the, choreography
this fabulous show tonight and was reminiscent of that great
tomorrow night has been raised decade, but that, too, may have
been a gimmick to return the .
from $1 to $2.)
Once the band started, I audience to that nostalgic period
looked high and low for the for which our hearts go pitterwoman I so wanted to see, but I patter.
Miss Merrilee has learned to
was left to watch this all-male
be quite an entertainer and has
band for 45 minutes.
Just before they left for a developed the showmanship of a
break this Mick Jagger imitation female Jack Benny. On stage she
said into the mike, "The lady dances around like a chicken,
you've all been waiting for is smiling at the crowd as though
coming up next." I waited for the they love it, but then maybe they
do (?).
commercial. There was none.
A graceful stage presence is
Fifteen minutes later (maybe helpful in being a fem ale .
only 10) the stage went black and entertainer and Miss Rush has
I had the strange feeling they
wanted to surprise me. A voice
came on, "And here she isMerrilee Rush!" A:pd then .came
the lights.
·
by Dave Larson
feature editor

She went right into a song
which wasn't too bad until it was
concluded by this female star
with, "Welcome to Goofy's in
Ellensburg, boys and girls."
Somehow I felt I was being
returned to a high school dance
of the '60s, especially after she
concluded the second song with
"I didn't see enough of you down
here (dancing, I presume) on that
last one, kids. Now let's go to it!"
I must say that most of ,the
songs are extremely well done
even if it does sound like a replay
of the KJR Fabulous 50: I did

mastered that technique with
just as much astuteness.
From the stage she directs the
light show "technician" to drop
or pan the lights away from her
so she can steal a drink out of a
7-Up bottle, she picks her nose
and shouts the familiar
"whoops!," "beys!" and holle.rs of
the rockin' '60s.
I must say, though, that for a
woman who has spent so much of
her, life' entertaining the youthful
audiences (BQYS and girls) she
has done e. remarkably fine job of
keeping "with it"-the shag, the
clothes, the ··in" dances.
She does a very good job
showing that she badly wishes to
become the female Mick Jagger
as seen by her ever-present
attempts to convince the male
portion of the audience that she
is definitely a sex star. (Gyrations and a mike between the
legs.)
This, too, she developed after
she left the stage for another 15minute band break. The "boys"
in the audience, seemingly
impressed, began a shouting
match from the two far sides of
the dance floor.
For a dance, if that's why you
want to go tonight or tomorrow,
it is excellent dancing music. If
you want to go to hear some
really killer sounds, that, too, is
excellent. But if you want to go
to see a show, that it is. A real
spectacle.

THE TAY

Spaghetti .Feed
includes French bread, salad

ALL YOU CAN EAT

70•
Sunda·y 4-8 p.m.

Twice a day the huge smoke
stack which is the focal point of
Central's heating system belches
forth .a cloud of brownish-black
smoke.
Jam es Tatum, heating plant
supervisor, explains that the
smoke i~ a result of the heating
system's conversion from natural
gast to fuel oil during the cold
winter months.
"We are presently on fuel oil,"
Paul Bechtel, director of the
Physical Plant, stated, "because
we have been notified by the City
of Ellensburg (the gas supplier)
that Central's interruptible
service is in effect. The city
needs the supply for residents
and other customers."
The interruptible system in
effect since 1962-allows Central
to buy gas at a slightly lower
rate. But when the volume of gas
needed by the city rises above a
certain point, Central's supply is
interrupted and the school must
convert to fuel oil.
Central will probably be on
·fuel oil until spring when warmer
weather arrives.
"We have a fuel oil tank
capacity for 72 hours of continuous burning," Bechtel said.
"However, we call the supplier
every morning and have the
tanks filled in case of emergency,
such as a blizzard, or something
that would keep delivery from
being made."
"The company has not said
anything about a shortage of fuel
oil nor has the state purchasing
office. It is a state bid on which
we buy."
Central, when on fuel oil, uses
between 12 and 13 thousand
gallons of oil a day.
"Because of the large volume
of oil passing through the feed
lines, these lines need to be

cleaned twice a day," Tatum
explained.
"We blow them out · with a
high-powered jet of steam to
prevent blow back into the boiler
wlllcll could create an explosion.
This, plus the reduction of oil to
the burners and back-off of air
faster than the oil, causes the
black cloud."

ASC flick rated
iust lukewarm
"Billy Jack," this week's ASC
feature, is a motion picture of
moderate honesty and integrity.
At preview after preview, in city
after city, this absorbing,
powerful film has elicited a
lukewarm . response to the
complete honesty of its story and
presentation.
Tom Laughlin and Delores
Taylor star as the half-Indian
Billy Jack and the anti-violence
directress of a Freedom school
whose doors are open to all kinds
of students. When local townspeople turn. to violence in an
effort to close the school, the two
fight together to save it.
Among the many impressive
moments in the film are an
outstanding karate sequence, an
authentic Indian rattlesnake
ceremony, a bitter confrontation
between youngsters from the
school and the town council, and
two wonderfully comic improvisations by the San Francisco- based "Committee."
Owing much of its force to
stars Tom Laughlin and Delores
Taylor, this sincere and moving
film should not be missed, since it
only costs 75 . cents.

KCWS
·WEEKDAYS ·7~9 Al 4-12 Pl
.WEEKENDS 9 Al TO 3 Al

The 'ROCK'
of CENTRAL WASHINGTON
880 On Your AM Dial

WE ARE.
NUMBER 1,

• •

Because We Try Harder!
Try Us For A Truly
Good
Meal.
.
FREE DELIVERY
.

Mon.-Thurs.-6:00 pm-Midnight
Fri., Sat., Sun.-6:00 pm-1 :00 am

925-5900

BIG -JOHN'S
908 E. 10th
Home Of The Big John Burger

,,..,,,
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Forty days of terror

European trip includes prison
van, the three w.ended theirway
through more than a dozen
European nations, staying in
If Central junior Dennis campgrounds and hostels and
Grimmer ever decides to write meeting people from around the
one of those "My Trip to Europe" world.
Late in their trip, they found
epics, his story will have one
themselves in Morocco, and
distinct difference.
It will have, in addition to a having- seen the hashish factroutinely interesting travel ories, sampled the kief, a popular
· account, a large dose of terror. smoking substance there, and
But it won't be the terror a viewed a caravan ("with real
typical tourist is familiar with, · camels"), the three decided to
the kind when the money runs make . a second swing through
out or the airline charter Spain before heading home.
company goes bankrupt.
It is much more ghastly than
that.
Grimmer and two friends, in '
the course of a five-month trip
through Europe last year, spent
40 frightening days and nights in
a Spanish prison, for stealing *
three cases of wine.
A just reward, you say, for the
Ugly American?
Well, not quite. Grimmer and
his friends might have spent four
years in that prison, and their
experiences there were sickening beyond belief.
The story begins much earlier,
of course, but it is important to
note here that Grimmer relates
his experiences ·unashamedly,
Dennis Grimmer
certain that the unique education
he got in a grubby prison in
It was that second trip through
Malaga can only benefit those yet Spain that proved to be the
to encounter Spanish juris- fateful one.
·
prudence.
.
Grimmer said he had a quickly
Discharged from the Army in forgotten idea of what to expect
1970, after tours of duty in there when he observed in city
Germany and Vietnam, Grimmer after city police and soldiers
returned to his home in Royal armed with machine guns on
City, Wash., about 25 miles south street corners.
of Moses Lake.
Arriving in Torredonjimeno, a
He. took up his education at tourist town in the south with an
Central again and perhaps like approximate population of
many veterans, made no decision 20,000, Grimmer and friends took
on where that education was up residence in a bar one night.
going to take -him.
The evening turned into a
Then in July last year, marathon bar-hopping excursion.
Grimmer and his two friends,
"We got just about as drunk as
whom he doesn't wish to identify, three people can get," Grimmer
contracted the common ailment remembered.
of today's young, wanderlust,
Excursion over, however, the
and took off for Europe.
three decided not to end their
It was, as Grimmer expected, party.
Instead, they paid a clandesan educational experience. In all
tine visit to a bodega, a wine
of its aspects.
The "tour" began in England cellar-storeroom for restaurants.
"We thought we'd take the
for two weeks. Then traveling
leisurely by thumb and later a party with us," said Grimmer.
by Douglas Hosner
managing editor
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At

He also told them they could him were homosexuals who
That meant the removal of
three cases of wine, an act expect the local prosecuting apparently made use of every
Grimmer now concedes was attorney to ask for four-year fleeting moment they had
sentences for each of them when together.
essentially stupid.
Because Grimmer and his
His two friends, each carrying they got to court.
a case, got no farther away from
Meanwhile, back in the cell, friends were in the same cell, and
because they stuck together,
the bodega than several blocks life was grim.
Human excrement littered the they were never approached by
when they caught the eye of an
alert policeman. He promptly · floor. Old and unspeakably filthy any of the prison's homosexuals.
Others were not so fortunate.
arrested them and took them to blankets for the bedding were
the city jail.
few in number. The prisoners A 20-year old English friend of
Grimmer's was forced by threat
Grimmer was not so lucky.
averaged three per eight men.
He had almost reached their
Heating and sanitary toilet of bodily harm to perform an
van after separating from his facilities did not exist and what unnatural act with two other
companions when two police mail they could get was heavily prisoners.
That offense was ignored by
officers apprehended him.
censored.
They tried to handcuff him,
The typical breakfast diet .of prison guards, as were most
but got one of the manacles the prisoners usually consisted of others of a similar nature.
Prison fights were as common
caught in . his watchband. one roll and coffee Grimmer
Interpreting that as resistance, describes with a four letter as homosexuality, and Grimmer
said Grimmer, the officers kicked expletive. At lunch, the menu and his friends avoided them
religiously.
him in the groin. They continued was usually cabbage soup.
kicking him while he lay on the
ground and beat him with clubs
as well.
Then, said Grimmer, they
"We took care," he saill. "It
"Mostly cabbage,"
said
pulled him up on his feet by his Grimmer.
was a matter of self-preserv&:hair.
For dinner, the prisoners had tion."
"They pulled out big handfuls more soup and on occasion some
But as bad as these aspects ~f
of it," he said. "I was in agony, rice· or chicken. More infrequen- prison life were, one reaHty there
and could hardly walk."
tly they had fish or perhaps some was even more frightening, said
Grimmer also was taken to the wormy fruit.
Grimmer.
city jail, but with a gun pointed
He estimated that at least 13
Grimmer lost 20 pounds in the
at his throat and bleeding.
Americans were jailed in Malaga,
prison.
"And," he said, "they beat me
But if · the diet was bad, most for poss·~ssjon of drugs. The
all the ·way there," leaving great medical attention was no better. minimal sentence for these
red welts across his back.
Grimmer got no attention when people, said Grimme\, wa.s six
He has not forgotten those he had a bout with the flu and ran yearn.
welts, nor is he likely to soon.
On top of that, people arrested
a high temperature.
Grimmer was reunited with
And it was reported to him by for possession or for bringing
his friends at the jail, where they other prisoners that shortly drugs across the border were
were to spend one night. While before he and his friends arrived, "taxed" the street price of the
there, they signed statements the prison had had an outbreak of drugs. If payment could not be
attesting to their crime that cholera.
met, said Grimmer, four years
were written only in Spanish. ·
might be added to the sentence.
Then they were fingerprinted
That was the case of one man
for the first of 122 times while in
he met there, who is serving ten
prison.
years without parole.
Grimmer admits that most of
Without a trial and denied an
those in prison for drug .
opportunity to telephone the
violations are there for the same
American consulate, the three
reason he was there: stupidity.
were transferred to the prison in
Ignorance of the law.
Malaga where they would finish
One can well guess what his
their sentences.
warning would be to other
Up to this point, however,
travelers in a foreign land.
Grimmer and his friends had
·After 40 days in prison,
hoped they would be fined and
Grimmer and his friends were
released. Instead, they found
suddenly released without bail,
themselves in solitary confine- '
on the condition that they remain
ment, without light or bedding.
in the country for their day · in
After three days in solitary,
court.
they were transferred to a
Well, they may have made one
regular cell.
but they weren't about
mistake,
A regular cell measured 15 by
Grimmer said he was told by to make two.
20 feet and was shared by an
· In little more than 24 hours,
prisoners that during the
average of 20 prisoners.
Fortunately, the three were epidemic the medication for the they picked up their van, which
able to stay together and when entire prison population was had been · left where it was
they weren't on work details, dispensed with one syringe and parked in Torredonjimeno, and
found the time· to get a lawyer. one needle, without sterilization sped across the border.
A week later, in November
and in uncontrolled doses.
They saw him once shortly
1972, after a short trip· to
If the Malaga prison wanted
after they entered the prison and
Switzerland, they were home.
not again until three weeks later. for so much, at least it did not
Today, Dennis Grimmer
At that time, he came to tell want for homosexuality, which considers himself a very lucky
them they would eventually get a was rampant.
man. He is not waking up in the
The prisoner in the bunk below frightening conf~nes of a jail cell
court date, perhaps in six
Grimmer, and the one next to in a country with little sympathy,
months.
apparently, for the reckless ways
of youth.
Instead, he is free to pursue
his education here, free to walk
into a newspaper office and offer
to tell his story, a story that the
rest of us would do well to
remember.

'A matter of preservation'

Foreign Car Repairs
and Parts
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1·07 W. Fourth
Complete Menu

II

Dancing
.L ive Entertainment

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

BLOWER HAIRCUTS
3rd & Sampson

962-2550

Six Central students have assignments were not yet known
been selected to assist state to his department.
legislators in Olympia during the
"The. internships provide a
present session as part of the vehicle for a comprehensive
Legislative Intern Program.
experience in the legislative
The program, which is funded · process in which each ' intern
by the state legislature, offers works very closely with a
each student a $100 per month legislator; each student is
stipend, as well as academic expected to spend approximately
credit, to assist individual legis- 40 hours a week in Olympia
lators in research and other during the time that the legislature is in session," Yee stated.
tasks.
The program is intended to
He added that · past interns
"provide the student with prac- have commented that a 40 hour
tical learning in the legislative work week is really an underprocess," according to Dr. estimation.
Robert Yee, chairman of the
Students from nine other
department of Political Science. four-year institutions throughout
The Central students who the state also are taking part in
st~rted
their O!iel'!tation in the program.
HIUI ·
Olympia Jan. 6 are: Shelly 11 l!!UIU
Pemberton, working with Sen.
Jonathan Whetzel; Jam es
A woman may
Huddleston, working with Sen.
Hubert Donohue; Joe Daniels
: not always be a
working with Sen. Gary Grant;
..
and Sam Wylde, who is working
woman but a good.~
with both Sen. Gordon Herr and
~
Sen. Dan Jolly.
cigar is horse of
Sandra Robinson and Mary
~~
Plouse have been assigned to the
another feather.
House of Representatives. Yee
I
explained that their specific llil~!IH~li!il!!mm1~alJllllllllllllllllllBllllllllll
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"*#$%*!!!§-One stranded m,otorist found it a little too late to think about getting his car ready for
winter. (Photo by Bates)

Tune-up stops winter stalling
cold weather. An engine requires carburetor intake, and then the
by Ron Fredriksen
a great deal more electricity for engine is started.
staff writer
Strating fluid is effective
"Special-Get your car tuned cold weather starts and an old
up for winter-labor only, battery often can't supply it. If because it is so volatile that even
the engine won't start, and the a weak spark from the spark
$12.95."
Because so few people take headlights are dim, first check plugs will ignite it and the engine
advantage of an offer like this, the battery cables for corrosion. will start.
It is important to follow the
Corrosion -looks. like white or
jumper cables and curses become
blue
"junk"
around
the
battery
directions
on the can of starting
a part of every cold spell. If an
automobile is properly main- posts. This corrosion should be fluid. Because the fluid is so
tained, and few are, cold weather removed so the battery cables explosive, too much could
can do an effective job of damage the engine extensively.
will not cause any problems.
Starting fluid sells for about
conducting
electricity.
If your car doesn't start, and
If the battery cables are clean $1.50.
cursing doesn't help, just
Another device used to assist
remember that it's all your own then the battery is most likely
fault. Then go to the nearest auto discharged. Jumper cables are starting in cold weather is an
parts store and be prepared to used to connect the battery of engine pre-heater. These heaters
spend that money you should ·another car to your own. are electronic units that are
Extreme care must be used in installed in the ~ngine cooling
have spent last fall for a tune up.
system. Most are plugged fnto an
The reason a car won't start in connecting these cables.
There
ordinary
electrical outlet for a
are
two
types
of
the winter can usually be traced
batteries used in cars today: six few minutes prior to starting the
to a part of the electrical system.
Spark plugs provide the spark to volt and 12 volt. When connect- car. The radiator water becomes
ignite the gasoline to make the ing jumper cables, be sure to warm, and starting an engine is
connect batteries of te same just as easy as on a summer day.
engine run. The battery,
distributor, coil and plug wires voltage. A six volt battery has Pre-heater prices average about
provide the electricity so the three filler caps and a 12 volt has $9.
Besides easy starting, these
spark plugs can do their job~ If six.
A battery has two terminals, heaters are beneficial because
any of these components are
positive and negative, usually the car heater and defroster will
weak, the engine won't start in
denoted by a + and - on the work as soon as the car is
cold weather. ·
battery case. When connecting started.
The battery most often fails in
jumper cables connect positive to
Also, as oil gets colder, it gets
positive and negative to negathicker
and the engine becomes
tive. If jumper cables are cross
connected, damage to the harder to start. The pre-heater
battery charging system may heats the engine oil, as well as
the water, and the oil becomes
The Snow Ball Chess tourna- result.
thinner.
Many of these prement was held Jan. 13 ·on the
If you buy cables, avoid the
Central campus, at the foot of the cheaper types. They are made of heaters can b_e left in place all
·
Manastash Ridge in scenic cheaper materials and the clips year long.
Ellensburg.
at the end of the wires often
It is possible to start a poorly
In keeping with educational break. A good quality set will
maintained car but why not get
innovations, it was a pass/fail probably cost about $8.
the car tuned up and eliminate
tournamettt-in a total of 50
Oftentimes, even a fully future problems? A tune up
games there were no draws.
charged battery won't start the consists of replacing the spark
This lack of decisive half-points engine. Starting fluid is widely
plugs and the distributor breaker.
meant that the class prizes had to used to help start a car with a
points, cap, and rotor. Plug wires
_ be split almost to insignificance. weak electrical system. This fluid
may also need to be replaced.
Copies of "Reykjavik 1972" were is an extremely volatile mixture,
Several adjustments are also
awarded to those who took first often ether. It is sprayed into the made.
·
in their group as tiebreakers, and
$10 was split among six
contenders.
Don Taylor, thankfully, will no
longer be Unrated. Steve
Rummel qualified for the Under
1600's with a grossly deflated
rating. It was not a particularly
strong tournament, but seven
new players , were brought intQ .
the fold of the Washington Chess
Federation.
cou..,,n woa Ila 1 ' " off
Wayne Hatcher, a Central
on any .13;' or 16" pizza when
student, tied for first with Dave
Knobel of Olympia, a former
presented at time of home clellvery
Central student. Each won $7 .50.

Chess tourney
has no draws

~
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Hi Girls .. .
January is Sale time at the Ne:.V Kreidels ... come in if
you want to save money on good clothes. ,: .and, if you are
betw~n allowances, ask me to open a Student Charge
Accunt for you.
Faith

PANTS
Jack Wiater, Tami, Fire Islander pants-orig. as high as $18

$3.88

$9.88

BLOUSES
Blouses, Tops, shirts, knits -orig. $16

$4.88

$9.SS

PANT COATS
Warm Wool Pant. coats, some with

$34.88

~oods-orig.

$46 to $7 4

$49.88

LONG DRESSES
Both informal, and dressy types-orig. to $80

$12.88

$39.88

Other Non-Advertised Values

1973 PIZZA PUCE
• FREE DELIVERY SPECIAL
! . .
·

OFFER GOOD THRU .1111•.21

OVERTON'S

Please C.all 925-9948

Tropical Fish
Route Three

"1tls

962-9166
t
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APPAREL
4tti & Pearl

Phone:

925.2Qt~

"A Frien.dly Place to Shop"
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World

by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
And then there remained but one....... .
After just two weekends of basketball action,
there remains but one undefeated team in the
Evergreen Conference. That of cours~. is
Central's Wildcats under the strong and
disciplined coaching of Dean Nicholson.
What was supposed · to be a two-way race
between Eastern Washington .and Western
Washington, has instead turned into a race
between dark horses Central and three Oregon
schools, Southern Oregon, Oregon Tech, and
Eastern ..Oregon who all sport 2-1 league
records.
What exactly has happened to Eastern is not
readily known. The Savages were e~pected to
be the number one team before the season with
such stars as Dave Hayden, 6-10, Alan Clark,
and Floyd Haywood (Spencer's little brother).
But before the season started Clark and
Haywood decided to drop out of school and see
the world leaving the Savages a little thin.
With Hayden playing the pivot and football
star Bob Picard playing the swing man, Eastern
still looked as good as any in the league. That
was until the last two weekends. In that span,
the Savages have dropped three straight league
encounters to supposedly weak Oregon squads
and is now faced with the possibility of oblivion
unelss they qµickly change their run and gun
. tactics.
Western, last year's Evergreen Conference
champion's and representative to the Nationals
at Kansas City, has also run aground this year,
with an unimpressive 5-8 season record and 0-2
league mark, including last weekend's loss to
Central and lowly Oregon
College.
·The Viking troubles also started before the
season began when senior guard Tom Bradley
quit, leaving coach Chuck Randall with only
senior flash Mike Franza to build his team
around.
As expected, Franza is hitting the mesh at a
sizzling 26 points a game but receiving little
assistance from his teammates.
IN.he Vikings are going to be contenders they
had better turn things around or forget about
any chance of seeing Kansas City this year.
Three Oregon schools have proven themselves to be league contenders, but as of yet
none have journeyed north to take on any
Washington schools at home. It still remains to
be seen if they are really as tough as their
league marks indicate.
Of course, its also true that the 'Cats haven't
played away from the confines of Nicholso:r:i
Pavilion in league play. But still it may not be
too early to predict that if the 'Cats can play the
... same type of defense and ball control tactics
employed last weekend, there still may be only
one team remaining alone on top.

I'M ALRIGHT-THE PICTURE'S UPSIDE DOWN-Central's Tom Omli stacks Portland State's
Kelly Bledsoe on his head in last Saturday nights wrestling match. Bledsoe later turned the
situation around and decisioned Omli, 6-3, as the 11th ranked Vikings beat the 'Cats, 32-9. (Photo by
Chang P. Jay)

Wrestlers capture
imporlant matches
.

by Rod Wilkin~
sports editor

The Central Wildcat wrestlers
evened their dual meet record to
2-2 by winning two ·of their three
matches last weekend in
Nicholson Pavilion.
The 'Cats beat Simon Fraser
32-10 and the Pac-8 Washington
State Cougars' 25-18. The lone
loss came at the hands of national
ranked Portland State University, 32-9.
In winning against Simon
Fraser, Central started off
extremely slow by losing the
first two matches by decisions
but began to show life when
Larry Noble scored a 6-4 win
over Steve Coatta in the 134 lb.
class. From that point on the
'Cats showed extreme agility as
they won six out of the next
seven matches, including two
pins and a default win.
Sophomore sensation Greg
Gowens started the wins by
pinning Doug Sims in just 1:26.
John Burkholder then trounced
his opponent 13-0 and the
Wildcats increased their lead to
12-6.

Following Tony Blore's 12-1
loss, Central won the next two
matches with decisions by Jim
Adams and Stu Hayes and closed
the scoring off with Dick
Chamber's impressive pin over
Jim Mancell in just 1:08 and Tom
Omli's win by default over Mike
Stabeno in the heavyweight
match.
Omli, who was wrestling above
his normal 191 weight, won the
match when Stabeno, a provincial champion in high school,
suffered a severe knee injury
just seven seconds into the
match.
The Washington State match,
which was rated a toss up before
the match, was quite similar to
the Simon Fraser victory.
Central's lower weightmen
took it on the chin as three were
decisioned. Bennie Dunn lost to
Jim Rohr 10-1, Lee Reichart
losing 10-2; and Larry Noble
losing 7-0 to Paul Denalo.
Trailing 9-0, Greg Gowens got
things started again by pinning
Paul Bartlet in 6:36 after leading
17-2 at the time. John Burkholder continued the upswing as
he completely destroyed his
opponent before pinning Craig
Howard in 7: 15 and giving the
'Cats a 12-9 lead.
Following Tony Blore's 7-4 loss
to Bill Kulberg, Jim Adams gave
the lead back to the Wildcats
with a·7-2 decision win over Dave
Carlton. Stu Hayes increased the

lead to seven points with a 15-5
decision over Gary Butler.
Tom Omlithen sewed up the
match with his exciting pin over
Ross Rogers with just one second
remaining in the second period.
Up until Omli's pin, the two
matmen had battled to a 2-2
deadlock in the most exciting
match of the evening. It was
Omli's fireman's carry move on
the take down that won over his
opponent.
Central's loss to Portland
State University came as no
surprise to anyone. The Vikings,
ranked 11th in the NCAA
rankings, just steam rolled over
the 'Cats.
Behind quickly 12-0 after just
three matches, Eric Beardley's
matmen made a charge and
closed the score to 12-6 as both
Gowens and Burkholder won
decisions. Gowens winning 10-2
and Burkholder winning 3-2 over
Don McPherson.
But Portland State showed- too
much depth as they won four out
of the next five matches to win
going away. Only Stu Hayes's
12-9 decision over Duane
Otterback kept the Wildcats
from being shut out the rest of
the way.
Central's next action will be
this weekend when they travel to
Bellingham on Friday to take on
Western and then Saturday to
Vancouver, B.C. to meet Simon
Fraser and the University of
British Columbia.

HAWAII CHARTER FLIGHT
March 17-25, 1973
Spend spring yacation in beautiful Hawaii
FARE & REEF ~<?TEL .... ·,· ..•..• $229.95
· FARE & MOANA HOTEL ..•. -.•... $239.95
FARE ALONE . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • • . . $1 65_.oo
Telephone.s: ·Dr. Crum, 963-1671
,Mrs. Ashmun, (206) 623-095()
--------~-;--------------

To:

Dr. J. Wesley Crum
No. 31 Black Uall '

cwsc

.

am interested in charter flight to Hawaii. Send information
and reservation forms.
Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=--~~~~~~~~•

Address
Telephone

· ·No: of Persons
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Wildcats move .
into first place
by Bill Irving
sports writer
· NAIA All-American Rich
Hanson, won his duel with AllAmerican candidate Mike Franza
Friday night, but the shootout
with Wes tern Washington
College was more than just an
individual matchup. Central's
53-43 victory showed Rich
Han.son's supporting cast was
stronger than Viking Mike
Franza's, but it was an overall
team effort that won the game.
Hanson had a good game
considering he looked tight,
hitting on 9 of 16 field ~oal
attempts for a game high 19
points. Franza had a poorer
night, hitting on less than 40 per
cent of his shots and ending the
game with 14 points, way below
his northwe-s t-leading 29.6
average.
Credit
Remond
Henderson and Tim Roloff for
holding him down.
The battle on the boards was
where Hanson's supporting cast
did the job. Led by pivot Ron
Weber's 10 rebounds, the 'Cats
dominated that department,
50-35. Bill Eldred snagged eight,
including some crucial ones, and
Dave McDow a like number.
Central jumped to an 8-2 lead
but Western came back to keep it
close until Franza hit his first
bucket on a nice drive at the 6:23
left mark.
Another 16-footer and a couple
free throws by Franza brought
them to within one, 20-19, at
3:28. Henderson's driving lay-in
and two free throws made it
25-19 Central at the half.
The first half ~as ragged by
both teams, primarily because of
the tough defense both played. A
rash of bad passes inside and 26
per cent shooting · from the floor
kept the Vikings close. Western
shot a cold 22 per cent at the half.
After a scare in the first four
minutes of the second half,
Central began to put it together~
Ignited by Hanson's bombs from
the outside and Eldred's rebound
ing and short jumpers, the 'Cats
jumped to a 45-31 lead at the
midway point of the final half.
McDow also had a hand in the
spurt, w~th key rebounds and
points.
Central went into a semi-stall
after the spurt and were in no
trouble after that. Franza hit
three straight buckets in the last
two minutes to finish the game.
Henderson hit on outside
jumpers as well as layins tQ finish
with 12 points and Eldred
connected on his jumper for
eight. Viking guard Chuck Price
matched his highly touted teammate with 14 points, mostly from
long range' in the second half.
The win gave the 'Cats their
second Evergreen Conference

victory against no losses and
maintained their undefeated
record at home.
· "That wasn't too artistic, but
we won," smiling Eldred said
after Central downed Simon
Fraser 65-55 in a non-conference
game Saturday night. Even
though it wasn't a thing of
beauty, it was the 'Cats' fourth
straight victory, giving them a
7-3 season mark.
The Clansmen from Burnaby,
B.C., sporting a six-game win
streak of their own, dominated
the fll-st five minutes of play on
Central' s passing errors.
Coach Dean Nicholson yanked
the starting front line after his
club trailed 10-4 and put in subs
McDow, Greg Lewis and Billie
Harris. That team settled the
'Cats down and strung together
12 unanswered points.
I'VE GOT IT-Remond Henderson grabs the ball from an unidentified Western player in last Friday
McDow led the charge with
night's game as Rich Hanson and Bill Jackson(22) hustle over to help. Henderson's fine defense
key boards and points and
against Mike Franza, Western's great guard, and his 12 points helped the Wildcats lJeat Western,
Henderson hit on six of seven
53-43. (Photo by Chang P. Jay)
shots from the field to spurt
Central to a 35-18 halftime lead.
Besides a defense that almost
completely throttled the Clansmen's offense, the 'Cats shot at a
better than 50 per cent clip and
held an astonishing 24-8
Men's and women's intramural
rebounding edge at the half.
action begins this week with the
A number of costly Central
start of the basketball season.
fouls and accurate outside
In the men's league, ten
shooting brought SFU back to
leagues have been formed from
within 51-38 at the nine minute
the 99 teams registered to play
mark of the second half. That
men's intramural basketball this
threat brought the 'Cats out into
year.
their semi-stall offense, while
Play began Tuesday and .will
they continued to crash the
continue until a champion is
boards, allowing SFU only one
determined from the many teams
shot each time they had the ball.
participating.
Hanson topped all scorers with
The games are held at 6:00,
16 points (13 in the first half),
·7:00, and 8:00 p.m. at Nicholson
while getting a lot of help from
Pavilion on Monday, Tuesday,
his friends. Henderson had a
Wednesday, and Thursday
sharpshooting 15 and Weber
Thirty-six teams play each night
added 12.
The Women's Intramural As- handball clinic at the end of with each team usually playint
McDow had his best rebound- sociation (WIA) Basketball February.
twice per week.
ing game of the season, grabbing Tournament is now underway.
A spring tournament will be
Other M.I.A. activities fea
ten, and Hanson added nine. Ten teams are competing includ- held for all interested girls. A tured this quarter are wrestling
Alex Devlin, a member of the ing the fantastic Faculty Fun- table tennis tournament and and swimming, and will begin
Canadian Olympic t1-'lm, bombed sters, a team consisting of badminton tournament are also sometime in the · middle of
from long range for 12 points and women faculty members.
set for this quarter.
February.
Rich Kazanowski added 10 for
SFU.
The playing times for the
Before last weekend's action, games are from 4-6 p.m. on ·
Coach Nicholson said the Tuesdays and Thursdays in
Western and Simon Fraser Nicholson Pavilion.
games would indicate how good
WIA is also sponsoring a
his team really was.
By beating both the defending free-throw contest Feb. 8 from
Evergreen Conference cham- 4-6 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion for
pions and the Northwest's sixth- all interested women students.
ranked NAIA team, Nicholson There will be different divisions
and the fans found out how so cC\mpetitors will compete
strong of a supporting cast the against girls of the same ability.
'Cats really have.
Other WIA activities include a

WIA schedules its
winter activities

The
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NAIA lias et all
playoffs changed

Basketballers travel
info enemy territory
Central's surpr1smg Wildcats
take to the road this weekend for
two Evergreen Conference
basketball contests.
The Wildcats, who are
currently in first place in the
Ev Co with a 2-0 record, travel to
La Grande, Ore., Friday for a
game with Eastern Oregon.
Saturday, Central takes on
E:istern Washington State
College in Cheney.
Central, 7-3 on the season, will
be taking a four-game winning
streak to La Grande Friday
_night.
·. "We've shown great improvement the last few games,'"
explained Coach Dean Nicholson.
"Our defensive play has been the
most significant factor in our
progress, and we've been able to
gain a little minentum."
The Wildcats have given up
just 144 points in the last three
games-an average of 47 points
per contest. On the season, the
locals are holding their
opponents to 62 points per game.
The return of veteran forward
Bill Eldred to the lineup has
added defense and rebounding
power. Central out-rebounded
last weekend's foes-Western
Washington State College and
Simon Fraser University-94-60.
Sophomore Dave McDow came
off the bench in both games to
provide a scoring and rebounding
spark.

Th~

6-7 McDow, grabbed 18
rebounds and tossed in 10 points
in the weekend contests.
Against Eastern Oregon, the
Wildcats will face a team which
thrives on knocking off its
Washington neighbors.
The Mountaineers bombed
Eastern W ashingtoh, 100-86, two
weeks ago and have a 2-1 EvCo
mark.
Ivan Harshbarger's Mounties
are led by junior-forward Ron
Townsend who is averaging 15.3
per game. Freshman Jack Easter
is hitting at an 11. 7 clip.
Two 6-7 forwards, Mark
McGladrey and Jay Crittendon
provide strong rebounding.
Saturday, Central travels to
Cheney, trying to break a
two-year losing streak there.
Eastern-the pre-season EvCo
favorite-has run into some
tough luck with injuries and
drop-outs and is still looking for
their first conference win.
The Savages have a 21-game
home winning streak in the
Memorial Fieldhouse.
Expected to start for the
Savages is 6-4 Steve Hook,
averaging 17.9 per game and
Larry Meeks, hitting 13.8, at
forwards. The center will be 6-9
Dave Hayden, averaging 16
points and 14 rebounds a game.
Dave Kalinoski and Randy
Schutjer will likely get the
starting nod at guards.

Rich Hanson continues to lead
the Central offensive attack
averaging 18.6 points per game
while hitting 50 per cent of his
shots. Ron Weber is the top
rebounder pulling down 8.5 per
game.
Game time both nights will be
7:30 p.m. with Ellensburg Radio
station KXLE-FM 95.3 broadcasting the games.
Central's junior-varsity plays
their Eastern Washington
counterparts, Saturday at 5:30.

B~ball

here

Wednesday
The Central Wildcats will have
their hands full next Wednesday
night when the Seattle Pacific
Falcons journey to Ellensburg to
take on the 'Cats.
Seattle, 7-3 on the season (not_
counting this week's games), is
ranked second in the Northwest"
Small College Poll. . Coach Les
Habeggar's Chiefs, who are
always one of the best independent NCAA small college teams
in the Northwest, seem to have
their best team in years.
Leading the way for the Chiefs
this year is 6-7 senior center Jim
Ballard. Ballard, from Denver,
Colo., is a three-year letterman
who leads the Falcons in scoring
and rebounding.
Other probable starters for the
Chiefs will be 6-8 junior Doug
Love, 6-5 junior Al Peeler, 6-1
junior Dave Hunter and 6-1
sophomore Carey Weedman.
Game time for the contest will
be 7:30 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.

EvCo Basketball
Standing
WL

Central Washington
Oregon Tech
Eastern Oregon
Southern Oregon
Oregon College
Western Washington
Eastern Washington

Can you
shoulder it?
A Lieutenant of Marines. Command a
Marine platoon or pilot a multi-million dollar
Phantom jet. At your age that's more
responsibility than most men will ever know.
Can you shoulder it?
You begin lead.e rship training to earn your
lieutenant's bars next summer. No training
of any kind is required during the
school year.
If you can handle the job, the Corps will
make you a Lieutenant of Marines the day
you graduate.
Introduce yourself to the Marine Officer
who visits your campus.
IN THE PLACEMENT CENTER
9 AM 'Til 3 PM

JANUARY 17th, 18th, and 19th

The Marines
are looking for
a few good men
to lead.

2
2
2
2
I
0
0

0
1
I
I
I
2
3

The National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
has outlined a new basketball
playoff procedure for the 11 team
N AIA District 1.
·
The NAIA ruling, which came
from the head office in Kansas
City, changes the playoff
procedures for this district on a
one year trial basis. ·
The two top teams in the
district will meet for the district
title in a best-of-three playoff
March 1, 3 and -4. The team with
best record will host the second
and third(if necessary) games of
the playoff.
The winner of this best-ofthree series then will meet the
winner of District 5 (Montana) in
a one ga~.e play~ff for the right
to participate m the NAIA
national tournament in Kansas
City.
The site of the District 1 and 5
playoff will be determined by the
NAIA national office.
Eleven teams are in the
running for the District 1 playoff
spots: Central, which has gone to
the national tournament seven of
the last eight years, Western
Washington, which reached the
quarter finals of the nationals
last year, Idaho's Lewis and
Clark State, Eastern Washington, Whitworth, Whitman,
Pacific Lutheran, St. Martins,
Simon Fraser of Canada, Alaska
Methodist and the University of
Alaska.
The seven District 5 schools
include College of Great Falls,
Eastern, Western and Northern
Montana, Carroll College,
Montana Tech and Rocky
Mountain College. Eastern
Montana at Dillon represented
the district at Kansas City last
year.
.
Selection of the two participating District 1 teams will be in
the hands of the district's
executive committee.
Members of this 3-member
committee are Dr. Daryl Basler,
Central faculty athletic representative, and Dr. Dave Olson,
PL U athletic director and Robert
Burgess, Whitman tennis coach.
Criteria used by the selection
committee will include: (1) headto-head competition; (2) NAIA
District 1 competition; (3)
Competition with other NAIA

teams and (4) competition during
the overall schedule.
Should one of the executive
committee member's schools be
under final consideration for a
playoff spot, that member will
excuse himself from voting.
As an example, if Central and
PLU are in final contention, both
Dr. Basler and Dr. Olson would
not vote. In that event, District
Chairman Paul Merkel of
Whitworth and Whitman's
Burgess would make the
selection.
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b-ball ·s eason
Central's Women's Varisty
basketball team begins play
Saturday when they host the
Tacoma Recreation team at 1
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
The Kittens, coached by Pat
Lacey, will be out to improve last
year's 10-5 record.
"We've got a real good team
this year · and are anxiously
awaiting to start the season,"
said Miss Lacey.
. This year the Kittens will play
only two games at home with the
1
second meeting, a tournament,
scheduled for February 24
against Washington State
University, Western Washington
State College and the University
of Washington.
The Kittens will travel on four
other weekends to various
schools and will . wind up the
season in Bellingham March 1,2
and 3 in the Western Division
Championships. The winner of
the Western Division Championships earns a trip back to the
nationals.
Players on this years squad
include
returnees
Anne
Bogardus, Shirley Jenkins,
Laurel
McKeehan,
Linda
McKinney, and Betsy Romine.
Others on the team are Sheryl
Barradale, Cary Burrell, Marsha
Gulla, Julie Hoff, Mary Flint,
Jane Kirkpatrick, Pam Martin,
Marie
Sather,
Charfotte
Shockley, and Terri Short.

Singers Portland bound
~ nsemble and stage band also
have been invited to represent
Central at the conference.
Both will perform Feb. 17.

The Central Singers, directed
by Dr. Wayne Hertz, will travel
to Portland, Ore. on Feb. 16. The
choir will perform at the biennial
conference of the Northwest
Division of Music Educators.
The Central Singers will sing
at a banquet held at the Hilton
Hotel the night of Feb. 18. Their
repertoire will - include such
selections as: "Rest,'' "Ave
Maria" and "The Creation."
John Moawad's Percusion

Patronize
Crier
advertisers

.ERRORITE™
THEY'RE OFF-Swimmers of both Simon Fraser University and Central take off after the gun in
the 200 Individual Medley Jan.11. Simon Fraser, the defending NAIA national champions, beat the
Wildcats 79-34 in dual meet. The loss was Centr,al's first in two Y.e ars at home. (Photo by Bates)

a

Central swimmers lose to
defending national champs
Central's swimming team
opened its dual season at home
Jan. 11 and came away drowned
by the defending NAIA national
champion
Simon
Fraser
University 79-34.
The Clansmen from Vancouver, B.C., won all but two
events in sweeping over the
Wildcats. It marked Central's
first loss at home in two years
and ended their dual meet
victory string at 12 over that
two-year span.
"We were competing against
one of the best squads in the
country, so I'm not too upset by
the defeat," said coach Bob
Gregson. "We're young and we'll

get better as the season ·
progresses."
Simon Fraser, winning 11 of
the 13 events, swept two
victories in the 200 backstroke
and the 200 individual medley.
"They just had too much depth
in every position, so it's understandable why they swept a
couple of events,': said Gregson.
While not overly-brilliant, the
Wildcat freshmen swimmers did
give fine performances.
Freshman Ken Radon from
Spokane set a new pool and
freshman record in the 200 freestyle in 1:50.9. Radon set another
frosh record by placing second in
the 100 freestyle with a time of
50.4. Radon also captured a third

:l>~~~~oRE

OPEN 6: 45
925-9511
FRI. And SAT.

LIBERJY Theatre
Shows At 7:00 Only

Students $1.25

ELSATHE LIONESS
. WAS BORN FREE ..•
NOW HER CUBS
ARE LMNG FREE!

place .finish in the 500 freestyle.
The other win recorded by the
'Cats was by Craig Brown who
won the 500 freestyle event in
5: 14.3. Brown, from Glendale,
Calif., also recorded a second in
the 1,000 freestyle as weli as
being a member' on the secondplace 400 freestyle relay team.
Another freshman, Joe White,
was touched out by Simon
Fraser's Larry Steele in the 200
breaststroke. White's 2:21.8
clocking was just a tenth of a
second away from the freshman
record.
The tankers next action will be
on the road against Southern
Oregon Coll~ge and Lewis and
Clark College next weekend.

COLUMBIA PICTURES aoo RASTAR PRODUCTIONS present

BARBRA STREISAND· OMAR SHARIF :FUNNY GIRL"
SUN., MON. & TUE., JANUARY 21-23
"NORTH COUNTRY"

SUN. 2:00- 7:00- 9:00
Mon. Tue. 7:00& 9:00
General Admission $1. 75 for this one

WED. Thru SAT., JANUARY 24-27
- ..._- "JOHil ICllOWLIS'
.r·~
CLASSIC 81Sl'-Slu.E• 81COMIS
A CLASSIC MOl'IOll PICIV•I"
"'A SIPA•A l'I PIACI'
Y2

~

* * * *"

-New Yorlr Daily News

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A ROBERT A GOLDSTON - ono PLASCHKES PRODUCTION' A LARRY PEERCE FILM

ASEFARATE PEACE
The ·V,ILLA~_E -

OPEN 6: 45
925-4598
PLAYS Thro TUE.

Showings At 7:00 & 9:35 Each Night

DIANA ROSS

-IS .BILLIE ~~..·:: HOLIDAY

NOW APPEARING-BRIGHT DAY

~

From San Diego, BRIGHT DAY Does
Renditions Of Santana, Chicago, Led Zepplin,
Carole King, Neil Diamond, Jethro Tull •

•••• •••• •••• ••••
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TUESDAY NITE IS MEXICAN NIGHT

SINGS
THE
BLUES

.• Featuring Your Favorites In South
of the Border Dinners

STARTS WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 24th

THURSDAY NITE IS ITALIAN NIGHT

llWR/Dll/I

R1oesasa1111

• Many Fine Italian Dinners To Choose From

I

Breakfast Anytime

I

Shows7:00& 9:00

(At South Interchange)

:rI
PANDO COMF'lll.NY on nsoc1•llon with RAYBERT PRODUCTIONS presents

The

CROSSROADS RESTAURANT
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by Linda ffiersche
catalog editor
Central Women's Liberation
will hold a general · meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 208.

EXP0'74
Dan L. Monahan, EXPO '7 4
public information officer from
Spokane, will be in the SUB Pit
at 1 p.m. Monday. He will explain
the purpose of EXPO '74 and talk
about the displays and ideas to
be presented. The theme of the
exposition is "Man can live, work
and play in harmony with his
environment." .

csco
The Christian Science College
OI"ganization will meet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in SUB 206.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
The Consumer Protection
Information office is open noon to
1 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday
and 9 to 11 a.m. Thursday and
Friday. The office is located in
the SUB ASC office.
LA LECHE LEAGUE
The La Leche League is
offe.r ing a continuing series of

I

r

ii! I ii

I

informal meetings for women
interested in breastfeeding.
"Advantages of Breastfeeding to
Mother and Baby" is the topic of
the Wednesday meeting at the
home of Glenda Rigsby, 804
Rainier, at 7:30 p.m. Babies are
always welcome. Call Marj
Brustad any time for telephone
counseling or to request a copy of
"The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding" ($3 softcover). Loan
copies are usually available.
ANTI-WAR MARCH
An anti-war march will be held
in Seattle tomorrow. Marchers
will assemble at the courthouse
at 5th and Madison at 2 p.m.
Those needing a ride or able to
provide transportation to Seattle
should sign up at the Political
Science Association booth in the
SUB Pit today. The march, held
in conjunction with other antiwar activities across the country,
is organized in part by Vietnam
Veterans Against the War,
Women's Alliance for Peace, and
the Student Anti-War Mobilization Committee.

SPRING STUDENT TEACHERS.
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement Spring
Quarter, go to Black 206 to
update your application as soon.
as your Winter Quarter classes
are confirmed.
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Applications for September
Experience (ED 341) and
Student Teaching (ED 442) for
the 1973-74 school year will be
available in Black 206, Office of
Clinical Studies, from Jan. 15 to
Mar. 16, 1973. First come, first
serve.
FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid applications and
Parent's and Student's Confidential Statements for 1973-74
are availabl~ in the Office of
Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid.
Student's and Parent's Confidential Statements must be sent
to Berkeley, Calif., by Mar. 1.
Financial aid applications must
be returned to the Office of
Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid by Apr. 1.
CIVIL SERVICE
The Federal Service Entrance

Student airfares may be gone
by Dennis Schodt
staff writer
The Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB) ruled last month that
airline discount fares for students and families are "unjustly
discriminatory" against full-fare
paying passengers and will have
to be phased out.
The board did not order the
fares canceled immediately, but
said they will have to be dropped
eventually.
The board has yet to decide
how the cancellation of lower
fares will affect regular fares.
According to a National Student Lobby newsletter, "Students

More vets
get benefits
GI Bill enrollments during
November topped November,
1971, by 95,000 continuing their
climb toward a predicted two
million trainees during the current fiscal year.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Donald E. Johnson noted
nearly 1.3 million veterans and
servicemen used the agency's
training programs-an eight per
cent increase over November a
year ago, and 31 per cent more
than November, 1970.
November enrollments-included nearly 760,000 trainees at the
college level; 415,000 enrolled
below college level; and about
101,000 pursuing on-job training,
Johnson said.
"Nearly 1.9 million trainees
used GI Bill benefits during fiscal
year 1972," he pointed out. "This
is about 18 p~r cent more than
fiscal year 1971, and 54 per cent
more than fiscal year 1970."
Education officials feel increased GI Bill allowances authorized in October under Public
Law 92-540 make it easier for
veterans and servicemen to
enter and remain in training.
This also applies to wives,
widows and children of veterans
for whom the law broadened
training opportunities under the
agency's Dependents' Educational Assistance program.
Eligible persons interested in
education benefits are urged to
contact any VA office, or representatives of lo~al veteran~ service organizations.

can help save youth fares by
letting CAB members know that
youth fares are fair and that
students are personally concerned.
"Since Congress can prevent
C~B from eliminating youth
fares, students should write to
the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee
. and ask that the youth fare
question be sent to the House
floor during the first half of 1973
so as to preempt CAB."
Interested Central students
should write to members of the
above committee or to their own
Congressmen. The addresses
may be obtained through the
Political Affairs Commission
located in the ASC office or by
calling 963-3000.
·
Two arguments at the heart of
the anti-bargain-fare fight are
that the fares are discriminatory
against middle-aged passengers
and prices are too low in relation
to costs.
The CAB holds that passengers who use the family and

youth fares [tickets discounted
33 to 50 per cent] get essentially
the same service given to a
passenger who pays full fare.
The first argument is countered by pointing out that while
young and old standby travelers
are allowed to pay less, they also
have less money and more risk of
not getting a seat.
Also one person doesn't pay
more just because another
person pays less.
The second argument is countered by the fact that ovei: $300
million is spent by young people
on youth fare tickets annually.
Each year over one million
youth fare cards are bought
providing price benefits until age
22.
"The airlines realize a profit
from youth fares except when
guaranteeing reservations," the
NSL states.
"Guaranteed reservations for
youth fare passengers raise
airline costs" and the NSL favors
elimination of these reserved
seat discounts leaving only the
true standby.
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Exam will be given in Black 207 ends, from 11 a.m. to noon.
MAIL CALL
on Saturday, Jan. 20, from 10
The office of International
a.m. to 1 p.m. ·
Candidated for 1973 summer Programs would like fall quarter
jobs in Federal agencies must Mexico Program students to
apply by Jan. 26 to the U.S. Civil know that the mail from
Service Commission to qualify Guadalajara has been. forwarded
for the final test given on March to that office and would they
10. Applications postmarked please come in and pick it up.
after Jan. 26 will not be accepted.
IPAC
Students - interested
in
TENT'NTUBE
obtaining credit and/or pay while
The Tent 'N Tube shop in the working for the Intercollegiate
SUB has new hours this quarter. Political Affairs Commission in
Weekdays the shop will be open Olympia should contact the ASC
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. On week- office .immediately.

THE

BEEFEATERS

FREE DELIVERY
925-9432
925-9432
6-12 pm D~ily $1 .00 Minimum Order
Compare Price and Quality

GRILL
BEEFBURGER
.. .... .. .. ....
CHEESEBURGER . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DOUBLEBURGER . . . . . . . . . . . .
WITH CHEESE . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUPERMOTHER
.. .. .. .. .
HOTDOG · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ROAST BEEF ...... ;. . . . . . . . . .
HAM
.... .... .... .. .. ....
WITH C... EESE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60c
70c
7 Sc
85c
90c
50c
80c
80c
90c

TACO
REGULAR TACO, ..... .
TACOBURGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURRITO
BODACIOUS

50c
60c
·7 0c
80c

FRYER
FRIES
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
ONION RINGS . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
CORNDOG
...... .... .. ..
FISHWICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WITH CH_
EESE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FISH 'N FRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SHRIMP 'N FRIES . . . . . . . . . . . .
PRAWNS 'N FRIES ...... ·. . . . .

25c
35c
35c
SOc
60c
85c
$po
$1 50

FOUNTAIN
PEPSI, ORANGE, DR. PEPPER 15c-20c
ROOT BEER, BUBBLE-UP . . . .
MALTS ................. .
40c
SHAKES, FLOATS . . . . . ..... . 35c
MILK
20c

PHONE NUMBERS:
BEEFEATERS
. . '" . . . . . . 925-9432
CAMPUS INFO . . . . . . . . . . 963-1111
FIRE ............... . 925-9811
962-9833
925-1411
VILLAGE THEATRE . . . . . . 925-4598
GREYHOUND
..... . 925-1177
CITY HALL ........... . 962-9863
TELEPHONE CO• . . . . . . · .. 925-1425

i~luff~~lE

La
·Hacienda
Autitentic Slexican !If oo?l
400 S. Main - 962-9984
DAILY SPECIAL-

The famous Enchiladas, refried beans & rice, .
and salad-All you can eat

s1 as

Mon.-Thurs. 11 am-1 :30 pm
ALSO-ORDERS TO GO .

II

THE
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BEEFEATERS

FREE DELIVERY
925-9432
925-9432
6-1 2 pm Daily $1.00 Minimum Order
· ·Compare Price and Quality

